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ABSTRACT

Alkloub, Amer Abdel Karim. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Behavior of Reinforced
Concrete Panels Subject to Impact by Non-Deformable Projectiles. Major Professor:
Ayhan Irfanoglu.

In impact resistance of reinforced concrete (RC) panels against projectiles the contribution
of the orthogonal mesh reinforcement has been ignored. In this study the contribution of
mesh reinforcement to impact resistance and itseffect on the nature of local damage caused
by impact of non-deformable projectiles are investigated. The investigation included a
combination of 53 experiments and series of finite-element based numerical simulations.
Three levels of local damage modes were investegated based on the severity of the degree
of damage in the impacted panels.

Mesh reinforcement ratio within the range of

reinforcement ratio considered, namely 0.19% to 0.48%, was irrelevant to the impact
behavior of RC panels under different impact velocities, while bar spacing was to be a
controlling parameter for the degree of damage. RC panels reinforced with bar spacing
greater than 1.5 times the panel thickness have a tendency to spall concrete from the back
face more than RC panels with closely spaced bars. RC panels reinforced with bar spacing
greater than 1.5 time the panel thickness formed punching shear crater, while panels
reinforced with less than that limit distributed the damage over a wider area without
forming the punching shear crater on the back face. Orthogonal mesh reinforcement with
bars spaced no wider than one-third of the projectile

xv
diameter were able to prevent the projectiles from perforating the panels. Offseting the
reinforcing meshes did not improve the impact resistance of RC panels. An equation was
developed to estimate the perforation resistance of an RC panel under impact of nondeformable projectile with given mass, diameter, and impact velocity.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

General

Critical reinforced concrete (RC) structures such as nuclear power plants, weapons
warehouses, and dams, should be designed against objects impacting at high velocity. Such
structures should be designed to prevent projectiles from penetrating and passing through
exterior walls, as well as to prevent debris from spalling of concrete on the inner face to
avoid unsafe conditions for people and machinery housed inside the structure.

Since the 18th century many researchers have studied the impact problem of a missile
striking and penetrating into semi-infinite targets (Corbett et al., 1996). During and after
the World War II, extensive research was conducted in this field to understand the impact
problem and develop a method to design vital structures against ballistic rockets (Saatci,
2007).

Building more nuclear power plants necessitated further research for more

protective reactor structure designs (Riera, 1968). Impact loads on nuclear plants can be
from either inside or outside the barrier wall of the plant buildings. Impact from outside
can be caused by flying objects, while loads from inside the structure can be generated
from explosions that might occur within the reactor structure and cause flying pipes or
turbines.
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Flying projectiles can be classified as soft (deformable) and hard (non-deformable)
compared to the deformability of the target. Depending on the nature of the impact,
projectiles can cause widespread, i.e. global damage or stability problems in the structure
or they might cause local damage, i.e., in the vicinity of the impact location. In global
response, impact energy will be dissipated as the structure deforms in a flexural mode or
becomes unstable. In the local damage mode, the impact energy will be dissipated due to
behavior of the structural component in the impact zone. Local damage modes can be
classified into three types: penetration, scabbing, and perforation. These local damage
modes are defined in section 1.2.

The impact phenomena between a projectile and a structure (target) can be understood and
explained by monitoring the impact velocity of the projectile and the damage caused by
the impact in both the target and the projectile. In case of rigid projectiles, damage or
deformation in the projectile is negligible. Kennedy (1976) explained the local impact
phenomena by monitoring the changes in structural response as the impact velocity
increased gradually. Projectiles with very low impact velocity will strike the target and
bounce without causing any local damage on either the front face or the back face of the
target. However, after increasing the projectile impact velocity by a specific amount, the
projectile will penetrate the target up to a finite depth forming penetration hole with a
diameter only slightly greater than the diameter of the missile. Increasing the impact
velocity further will cause cracking of concrete followed by spalling of concrete from the
back face of the target. This spalling zone will generally be much wider but not as deep as
penetration on the front face. As the impact velocity increases further, the projectile will
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perforate the target, as the penetration hole extends through to the scabbing crater, and exit
the target from the back face.

1.2

Definitions

In this section, the definitions of key terms that will be used in this thesis are given.
Projectile is the object flying at a given velocity and striking another body. A projectile
might be deformable or rigid. Target is the object (structure) originally at rest and to be
hit by the projectile. Reinforcement mesh is the orthogonal reinforcement with uniform
bar spacing in the horizontal and vertical directions. Mesh offset is making an offset
between the front face and the back face meshes by a distance equal to the half of the bar
spacing. In this study, only reincorced concrete targets are considered. Impact velocity is
the velocity of the projectile just before it hits the target. Front face of the target is the side
of the target that will be hit by the projectile first, while rear face is the opposite side of
the target. The following are definitions for the local damage modes. Penetration mode
of damage is simply identified when a projectile penetrates into the front face of the RC
panel (target) partially and without causing spalling of concrete from the rear face of the
target. When concrete spalls off the rear face but the projectile has not passed through the
RC panel, the damage mode is named scabbing. If the projectile passes through the RC
panel, the damage mode is called perforation. Illustrations of the local damage modes are
given in Table 1.1.
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1.3

Problem Statement

Researchers have worked on impact to develop reliable engineering methods to design
protective structures against flying objects. Design formulas based on experimental data
from military research are available. Available tests include a limited range of projectile
mass, velocity and concrete strength without considering the contribution of reinforcement
to the impact resistance of RC panels. Those formulas can be used to estimate the
minimum target thickness to prevent scabbing and perforation modes of damage if the
projectile mass and velocity are known and if concrete panel strength is estimated without
considering the contribution of steel reinforcement.

These design formulas will be

discussed in Chapter 2.

A review of previous research shows that reinforcement of the RC panels has no or
insignificant influence on the impact resistance of RC panels (Sugano et al., 1993 and
Hughes, 1983). The main goal of this research is to investigate the influence of orthogonal
reinforcement ratio and detailing on the impact behavior of RC panels, i.e., local damage
mode, when impacted by non-deformable projectiles at different velocities. Based on the
aforementioned objective the following hypothesis is proposed: orthogonal reinforcement
ratio (within the range of 0.19% to 0.48%) and bar spacing with ratio to the panel thickness
between 0.5 and 2.5 affect the behavior (flexure dominated or punching shear dominated)
and damage level in RC panels under impact by non-deformable projectiles.

In this research, change in local damage mode (penetration, scabbing, or perforation) in
RC panels with reinforcement ratios and detailing (bar spacing and reinforcement layers)
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are investigated. For example, for a given RC panel and amount of reinforcement, what
level of reinforcement ratio and detailing should be used to prevent scabbing or perforation?
Does laying the reinforcement as single layer with smaller bar spacing or laying the
reinforcement as two layers but with larger bar spacing, resulting in same reinforcement
ratio of the single layer case, make a difference in the impact response of the panel?. The
hypothesis of the research was tested by conducting an experimental program that
consisted of five series of small-scale specimens. The scope of the experimental program
is as follows.



Small-scale 10×10 in. square, 1 in. thick RC panels, with a clear span of 8.5 in., are
tested by shooting a non-deformable projectile into the center of each specimen.



Simply supported conditions are used to support specimens from the top and bottom
sides of the specimens.



Single or double orthogonal reinforcement with uniform spacing in the horizontal
and vertical directions made out of roughened wires were used. The wires had
average yield strength of 76 ksi and were placed in the concrete with clear cover of
0.25 inches. Two different wire diameters were used: 0.055 in. and 0.078 in.



The projectile impact velocity ranged from 60 ft/s to 450 ft/s.



Stainless steel balls were used as the projectiles. Two different diameters for the
projectile were used: 1 in. and 1.5 in.
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1.4

Dissertation Organization

Chapter 2 reviews existing research done to study the behavoir of RC panels under impact
loads. The design formulas that were established by researchers to estimate the required
panel thickness to prevent scabbing or perforation are also introduced.

Chapter 3 describes the experiments. The tests series are described along with specimen
details. Test setup and testing procedures are presented as well.

Chapter 4 describes the results of the impact and static tests of the small-scale RC panels.
Analysis of the test results is presented.

Chapter 5 describes the FE simulations of the specimens tested during the experimental
study. Analysis of RC panels under impact of non-deformable projectiles tested by Kojima
(1991) are also given. Modeling techniques, constitutive models of the materials, and
contact definitions between the target and projectiles are presented. FE results are
compared with experimental data.

Chapter 6 presents the summary and conclusions drawn based on the work performed in
this study.
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Table 1.1: Illustrations of local damage modes in RC panels
Local Damage Mode
Front Face

Back Face

Side View
Front
Face

Penetration

Back
Face

Impact
side

Scabbing

Perforation

7

Panel reinforcement is not shown for clarity.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

Extensive research was conducted in the military field after the World War II to understand
the performance of structures under impact and blast loads. Even earlier, researchers such
as Robins-Euler (1742) and Poncelet (1835) tried to model the impact problem as a
projectile striking and penetrating into an infinite half-plane target (Corbett et al., 1996).
This theoretical approach has been proven to be insufficient to predict the damage caused
by flying objects (Saatci, 2007).

In this Chapter, Section 2.2 reviews experimental work done to study the behavior of RC
panels under impact. Section 2.3 reviews the work done in use of finite element-based
simulations in studying the behavior of RC panels under impact. Section 2.4 reviews
design formulas that were established to predict the minimum thickness of reinforced
concrete (RC) panel targets to prevent scabbing and perforation.

2.2

Experimental Research

Riera (1968) derived a relationship of the total reaction versus time to represent the impact
of large commercial airplane into a concrete rigid body. Using the mass and fuselage
buckling distribution for Boeing 707-320 and 720 airplanes, Riera used principal
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of conservation of momentum to derive an expression for the variation of total reaction
with time. It was found for a large-stiff structure with fundamental period smaller than 0.2
sec., static analysis using the peak force from the derived total reaction-time curve was
accepted to estimate maximum stresses and displacements due to impact loads.

Kojima (1991) tested 12 specimens of RC panels (single and double panels) by impacting
steel projectiles (hard-nosed and soft-nosed) at different velocities of 328, 492, and 656
ft/s. The panels had the same size, 47.2 in. (length) by 39.4 in. (width), but had different
thicknesses. In order to develop two-way behavior, panels were supported at their four
corners. Reinforcement ratio of 0.6% was used for orthogonal reinforcement in all
specimens. A steel liner of 0.13 in. thickness was attached to the rear face of two specimens.
All specimens were instrumented to measure projectile impact velocity, reinforcement
strains, and reaction forces. Two high-speed cameras were used to capture the slab
response to the projectile impact. Kojima concluded that as the RC panel thickness
increased, the penetration depth decreased and the spalling area increased. It was observed
that the reaction force at supports increased as the target thickness increased. Kojima found
that if both types of projectiles had the same mass, the soft-nosed projectile would cause
the same damage as the hard-nosed projectile if it travelled at a speed 20% higher than that
of the hard-nosed projectile. Lining the rear face of RC panels with steel liner prevented
perforation of the panels and reduced scabbing in the rear face. The impact resistance of a
system of two back-to-back reinforced concrete slabs was almost identical to that of a
single RC concrete slab of same overall thickness in case of soft-nosed projectiles, but was
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inferior to that a single RC concrete slab of same overall thickness in case of hard-nosed
projectiles.

Sugano et al. (1993) conducted small-, intermediate-, and full-scale tests to study the
response of RC panels to impact by deformable aircraft engines. By testing specimens at
different scales, the adequacy of the similarity law was investigated. Projectile parameters
such as impact velocity, projectile rigidity, mass, and nose diameter were varied during the
experimental investigation. A total of 83 RC panels with different slab thickness varying
from 2.4 in. to 63 in. and different orthogonal reinforcement were tested. In addition, steel
liner was attached to the rear face of five specimens to investigate the efficiency of steel
liners to reduce scabbing. The applicability of the similarity law was confirmed by
comparing the results from the three levels of scaling considered (1:7.5, 1:2.5, and 1:1).
The results showed good agreement when compared with Degen (1980) and Chang (1981)
empirical formulas to estimate the panel thickness to prevent perforation. Chang (1981)
equation to estimate the panel thickness to prevent scabbing produced conservative results
for high impact velocity range. The authors found that orthogonal and transverse (shear)
reinforcements had no significant influence on the local damage of the tested panels. To
consider the deformability of projectiles, a factor of 0.65 was suggested for minimum
thickness to prevent perforation obtained using Degen (1980) formula, while 0.6 was
suggested for minimum thickness to prevent scabbing obtained using Chang (1981)
formula.
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Tamagna and Riera (1998) conducted static and dynamic penetration tests using flat,
conical and bullet shaped cylinders on fragile (gypsum) and ductile (lead) targets. They
found that in lead targets there was a tendency for the penetration force to be higher in
dynamic tests than that in static tests while the opposite was the case for gypsum targets.
They suggested eliminating the head shape factor from empirical and semi-empirical
penetration equations.

Kishi et al. (1997) conducted large scale tests to study the dynamic behavior of RC panels.
Nine specimens were tested by dropping free falling steel projectiles into the center of each
specimen. Three different mass of dropping objects were used, 2204 lbm, 6614 lbm, and
11023 lbm. The RC panels were identical in width and length, 157.5 in. and 196.9 in.,
respectively, while different panel thicknesses of 10 in., 20 in., and 29.5 in. were used.
Specimens were reinforced with single and double layers of orthogonal reinforcement with
reinforcement ratio of 0.5% and 1%, respectively. The acquired experimental results
included the maximum impact force, reaction forces, displacements and crack patterns.
They concluded that target thickness governs the maximum impact force with no
contribution of reinforcement ratio and arrangement. During testing flexural cracks were
observed first, and punching failure was the final failure mode. Punching shear strength
was estimated by assuming conical shape shear failure without considering the
reinforcement effect.

Zineddin and Krauthammer (2007) conducted experiments on RC slabs to study the effect
of the orthogonal reinforcement on the dynamic response and to identify the failure mode
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of RC targets. They tested three groups of specimens with identical panel dimensions of
3½×60×132 in. but with different reinforcement configurations.

The reinforcement

meshes were: 1) two meshes of 6×6 in. of welded steel wires (0.27% reinforcement ratio);
2) one mesh of 6×6 in. of No. 3 steel bars (0.5% reinforcement ratio), and; 3) two meshes
of 6×6 in. of No. 3 steel bars (1% reinforcement ratio). Using a drop-hammer device, an
impacting mass was dropped from different heights on the target slab which was bolted to
a steel frame along all four sides. The acquired experimental results included impact
velocity, steel reinforcement strains, and panel deflections and accelerations.

They

concluded that panels under impact may develop so-called shear cracks (brittle behavior)
before so-called flexural cracks (ductile behavior), so panels could fail by punching rather
than flexure under impact. Spalling of the concrete from the back face of the specimens
was affected by the geometry of the slab and the reinforcement type. Zineddin and
Krauthammer concluded that more steel reinforcement induced a localized punching shear
failure of concrete while less steel reinforcement induced a brittle failure of concrete.

2.3

Computational Research

Finite element method (FEM) is a powerful numerical tool in research. Computational
techniques of Finite Element Method have been used to study impact problems for different
combinations of targets, projectiles, and impact velocity.

Below is a review of

computational research on impact that used different concrete models and FE techniques.

Gupta and Seaman (1978) conducted experimental and computational studies to simulate
the behavior of reinforced concrete targets under impact by postulated tornado debris and
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other projectiles. They developed constitutive model for concrete, commonly known as
the CAP model that described compaction, Mohr-Coulomb yielding, and tensile separation
following tensile strain accumulation. Experimental tests on small-scale specimens were
carried out to calibrate their model.

They used their model in two-dimensional

computational simulations of a rod impact experiment. They found that their model
overestimated penetration and degree of damage. Penetration depth was correctly given
with the dynamic parameters.

Zhang (1993) developed a finite element model to predict the response of RC wall panels
subjected to projectile impact. His fundamental assumptions were based on the Mindlin
and Reinsser’s plate theories. His assumptions are that axial stresses due to bending vary
linearly while the shear stress varies quadratically through the thickness of the plate;
normal stress through the thickness is ignored, and variation of displacement through the
thickness is not necessarily linear. Nonlinear models for concrete and steel were used.
Ottosen’s four-parameter (Ottosen, 1977) failure criterion was used to define the failure
surface of concrete which are dependent on the concrete compressive and tensile strength
(Zhang, 1993). Reinforcing bars were modeled as embedded elements. The nonlinear
equations of motions were solved using the explicit time integration scheme. Experimental
tests were carried out to calibrate the results obtained by the developed model. In the
experimental program, 3 in. diameter by 10 ft long steel pipe was hit into a 12 in. square
steel plate of 0.5 in. thick which was attached to the center of RC panel in order to distribute
the impact pressure over a larger area. The results from the developed model were in good
agreement with the results from experiments. Stress and strain rate relationship for
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viscoplastic analysis was derived and tested. A formula for the critical time step in
computational analysis was also developed and tested.

Teng et al. (2004) used the finite element method to study impact on RC targets. The
equivalent inclusion method was applied and RC panel was considered as a homogeneous
material to facilitate simpler finite element meshing and to reduce the computational cost.
In this method, the embedded reinforcing bars are defined as equivalent inclusions with
eigen strains to construct a homogenized model of RC elements. They calibrated their
proposed method of analysis with experimental data from impact tests of an ogive-nose
projectile on a RC slab. Computational results had very good agreement with test data.
The proposed method was used to study oblique impact to reveal the dependence of
projectile ricochet angle on the impact velocity.

Several general-purpose finite element programs are available to study the impact of rigid
projectiles against reinforced concrete targets, such as ABAQUS, ADINA, and LS-DYNA.
In 1990 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) confirmed that DYNA3D (the old
version of LS-DYNA) is the most suitable software to simulate collisions (El-Tawil, 2004).
Detailed discussion on the capabilities of LS-DYNA used in simulation of impact on RC
targets considered herein is given in Chapter 5.

Almansa and Canovas (1999) studied the effect of adding steel fiber on the impact
resistance of RC panels (SFRC). They carried out impact tests on specimens made from
plain concrete and others made from SFRC. All specimens were square panels of 23.6 in.
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width with thickness varied from 1.6 in. to 7.9 in. Steel fiber was added to concrete with
different percent of volume (0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5%). They observed that specimens made
from SFRC had smaller crater volume at both faces (front and back faces) than those made
from plain concrete. Almansa and Canovas concluded that adding steel fiber to concrete
reduces slightly the panel thickness required to prevent perforation while adding steel fiber
reduces significantly the thickness required to prevent scabbing. They also concluded that
specimens with steel fiber can withstand more penetration (around 10%) before they
developed scabbing than specimens made from plain concrete.

Korucu and Gulkan (2011) investigated the influence of adding high performance steel
fiber (HPSFRC) to the concrete targets. Four specimens were made without adding HPS,
six specimens were made with adding 2% (by volume) of HPS to the concrete, and three
specimens were made with adding 12% (by volume) of HPS to the concrete. All specimens
were square panels of 78.8 in. width with thickness of 15.7 in. or 23.6 in. Armor Piercing
Fin Stabilized Discarding Sabot–Tracer (APFSDS-T) was used as a projectile to perforate
the specimens. A high-speed camera was used to record the impact and residual velocities
of the projectiles. Korucu and Gulkan concluded that HPSF improved the performance of
panels by decreasing the area of the crater and volume of scabbing and spalling if HPSF is
used in addition to reinforcement. The performance of HPSFRC in reducing the exit
velocity of projectiles was insignificant.
2.4

Design Formulas

Since the early 20th century, various empirical equations have been developed to estimate
the penetration depth and the minimum target thickness to prevent scabbing or perforation
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in RC panels impacted by deformable or non-deformable projectiles (Kennedy, 1976), (Li
et al., 2005), and (Rahman et al., 2010). Most of these formulas were developed on the
basis of experimental results. They considered a limited range of projectile mass, velocity
and concrete strength without considering the contribution of reinforcement to the impact
resistance of RC panels. In this current study, the contribution of reinforcement to the
impact resistance of RC panels is investigated.

The following is a review of the formulas, in chronological order, commonly used for
determination of local effects of projectile and minimum target thicknesses to prevent
scabbing and perforation. The expressions result in thickness estimates in US customary
units. The following notation will be used in all of equations below  is the penetration
depth in the front face, D is the projectile diameter, M is the projectile mass, V is the
projectile velocity at the first instant of impact,  is the design concrete strength, hs and hp
are the minimum thickness of the target platform to prevent scabbing and perforation,
respectively.

In 1910, Petry developed his original formula for penetration depth, which was modified
later and called Modified Petry I (Rahman et al., 2010). According to the original formula,
the penetration depth is given as:




       

( 2- 1)

The coefficient K has value of 0.00799 for unreinforced concrete panels, 0.00426 for
normally reinforced concrete panels, and 0.00284 for heavily reinforced concrete panels.
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This formula does not account for the concrete strength. Amirikian (1950) modified Petry
I formula to account for the concrete strength and found a relationship between the factor
(Kp) and the concrete strength ( ). Amirikian’s modification to Petry I formula became
known as Modified Petry II. Modified Petry II suggests that the scabbing and perforation
thicknesses are given as:
  

( 2-2)

  ( 2-3)
In 1946, the US Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) developed a penetration formula based
on statistical fitting of the experimental data tested by other researchers (ACE, 1946). The
ACE penetration depth formula is given as:














    

 ( 2-4)

The ACE proposed the following equations for scabbing and perforation:







      


      






 ( 2-5)
 ( 2-6)

The ACE formulas for scabbing and perforation are applicable for panels that have a
thickness to projectile diameter ratio in the range of 3 to 18. Outside the indicated range
these formulas will result in very conservative results (Kennedy, 1976).

In 1946, National Defense Research Committee (NDRC) proposed a model called “Theory
of Penetration” to estimate the penetration depth for a given projectile hitting a finite
thickness target (NDRC, 1946). The following is the NDRC formula for penetration:
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   ( 2-7)


     ( 2-8)

where k is equal to  and N is the projectile shape factor which is equal to 0.72 for
flat-nosed projectile, 0.84 for blunt-nosed projectile, 1.0 for spherical-nosed projectile,
1.14 for very sharp-nosed projectile.

NDRC formulas are still used in the design of nuclear power plants to resist impact. The
US Army Corps of Engineers enhanced the NDRC formula for perforation in order to cover
wider range and to consider the infinite thickness of the target which became the modified
NDRC formulas (Rahman et al., 2010). The modified NDRC formula for perforation
thickness is:





 





         




          







 ( 2-9)

 ( 2-2)

and for scabbing thickness is:







 





            ( 2-3)




          




 ( 2-4)

In 1974, Bechtel Power Corporation proposed procedures for evaluating the effects of
projectile impact on structures (Linderman, 1974). Structural dynamic principles were
used to derive a formula to predict the target thickness to prevent scabbing under impact
of non-deformable projectile. It is stated as:
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    ( 2-5)





In 1980, Degen proposed a formula to predict perforation thickness statistically using
experimental data (Degen, 1980). It is expressed as:





 





         ( 2-6)




          ( 2-7)

where ( ) can be determined using the modified NDRC formula. Degen perforation
formula is valid over the following parameter ranges:
     
    
    
    
    
In 1981, Chang proposed dimensionally consistent empirical equations to predict
perforation and scabbing thicknesses for targets impacted by non-deformable flat-nosed
projectile (Chang, 1981):





 

  

 

    





 

  

( 2-8)

 

    





Chang’s formulas are valid over the following parameter ranges:
     
    
    
    

( 2-9)
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where u is a reference velocity of 200 ft/s.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

3.1

Introduction

Experiments on 53 small-scale RC panels were made to investigate the influence of the
orthogonal reinforcement ratio and bar spacing on the response of RC panels against
impact by non-deformable projectiles.

Both static and impact tests were made.

Specimens with different reinforcement ratios and bar spacing were tested by shooting
a non-deformable steel ball bearing at them with impact velocity in the range of 60
ft/sec to 450 ft/sec. The tests were conducted at the Robert L. And Terry L. Bowen
Laboratory for Large-Scale Civil Engineering Research at Purdue University.

In this Chapter, section 3.2 describes the five test series and the specimens in each
series; section 3.3 presents the general properties of specimens such as dimensions and
support conditions. Properties of concrete and reinforcing wires are given in section
3.4. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 present the test set-up and procedures for impact and static
tests, respectively.

3.2

Test Series

A total of five series of tests (static and impact tests) were made to test the hypothesis
of the research. Geometry and material properties of the panels in all series were
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identical but reinforcement ratio and bar spacing varied within each series. Specimens
in series 1, 2, 3, and 4 were tested by shooting them with a steel ball bearing projectile.
Specimens in series 1, 2, and 3 were shot with a ball bearing that had 1.5 in. diameter
and 0.5 lbm weight, while specimens in series 4 were shot with a ball bearing that had
1 in. diameter and 0.148 lbm weight. Specimens in series 5 were the identical versions
of specimens in the other series but were tested statically.

A descriptive name was assigned to each specimen. Specimen name was structured as
follows: (series number)-(reinforcement bar spacing)-(number of reinforcement layers).
For example, for the specimen in series 1 reinforced with single layer of orthogonal
reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions, i.e., in plane, at 0.5 in o.c., the
notation will be S1-0.5S-1L. An additional letter “B” was added to the notation for
some specimens in series 1, 2, and 3 to indicate using reinforcing bars that have twice
the cross-sectional area of bars used in the other specimens. An additional letter “O”
was added to the notation for some specimens in series 2 and 3 to indicate the presence
of offset in the reinforcing bars between the front face and the back face reinforcing
layers. Additional letters “S” and “P” were added the notation for specimens in series
4 to indicate the scabbing and perforation local damage modes, respectively.
3.2.1

Series 1

Specimens in series 1 were impacted at relatively low velocity (around 60 ft/s) in order
to achieve penetration type of damage. This series included 9 specimens; four of them
were reinforced with single layer of orthogonal reinforcement with uniform spacing in
both directions at 0.5 in., 0.75 in., 1 in., and 1.25 in. Those specimens had four different
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reinforcement ratios and bar spacing but all of them had single layer of reinforcement
which was used to investigate how the reinforcement ratio or bar spacing in single layer
reinforcement influences the local damage mode of specimens under impact.

The other four specimens were reinforced with two layers of orthogonal reinforcement
with uniform spacing in both directions at 1 in, 1.5 in, 2 in., and 2.5 in. These
specimens had double the bar spacing compared to the aforementioned four specimens
which had single layer of reinforcement. However, with double reinforcing layers each
of these two layers reinforced specimens had the same reinforcement ratio as in its
corresponding pair in the first four specimens, in the same order (e.g. S1-1.0S-2L vs.
S1-0.5S-1L). Identical diameter reinforcing wire was used in the eight aforementioned
specimens.

The ninth specimen (S1-1S-1L-B) in this series was reinforced with a single layer of
orthogonal reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions at 1 in but the
reinforcing wires had double the cross-sectional area for those wires in the other
specimens in this series. All specimens in this series were shot at with the same nondeformable projectile of 1.5 in diameter and 0.5 lbm weight.

Properties of the

specimens in series 1 are listed in Table 3.1.

3.2.2

Series 2

Specimens in series 2 were hit with projectiles with velocity higher than that in series
1 and at around 100 ft/s in order to induce scabbing type of damage. This series had a
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total of 13 specimens; four of them are reinforced with single layer of orthogonal
reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions at 0.5 in., 0.75 in., 1 in., and 1.25
in. Those specimens had four different reinforcement ratios and bar spacing but all of
them had single layer of reinforcement which helped investigating how the
reinforcement ratio or bar spacing influence the local damage mode of specimens after
impact testing.

Another four specimens were reinforced with two layers of orthogonal reinforcement
with uniform spacing in both directions at 1 in., 1.5 in., 2 in., and 2.5 in. Those
specimens had the double bar spacing than that in the aforementioned four specimens
but with double reinforcing layers which led to have the same reinforcement ratio in
the first four specimens, each one with a corresponding specimen. The reinforcing wire
used in all eight specimens had the same diameter of 0.055 in.

Additional four specimens were reinforced with offset two layers of orthogonal
reinforcement spaced uniformly in both directions at 1 in., 1.5 in., 2 in., and 2.5 in.
These specimens had the same reinforcing wire diameter of 0.055 in.

The thirteenth specimen (S2-1S-1L-B) in this series was reinforced with single layer of
orthogonal reinforcement spaced uniformly in the both directions at 1 in but the
reinforcing wires that had double the cross-sectional area for those wires in the other
specimens in this series. All specimens in this series were shot at with the same non-
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deformable projectile of 1.5 in diameter and 0.5 lbm weight. The number and the
properties of specimens in series 2 are listed in Table 3.2.
3.2.3

Series 3

Specimens in series 3 were hit with the highest velocity (around 220 ft/s) to have the
projectile perforate the RC panels. This series had a total of 13 specimens; four of them
were reinforced with single layer of orthogonal reinforcement spaced uniformly in both
directions at 0.5 in., 0.75 in., 1 in., and 1.25 in. The other four specimens are reinforced
with two layers of orthogonal reinforcement spaced uniformly in both directions at 1
in., 1.5 in., 2 in., and 2.5 in. Those specimens had the double bar spacing than that in
the aforementioned four specimens but with double reinforcing layers which led to
have the same reinforcement ratio in the first four specimens in the same order. These
eight specimens have the same reinforcing wire diameter of 0.055 in.

Additional four specimens were reinforced with offset two layers of orthogonal
reinforcement spaced uniformly in both directions at 1 in., 1.5 in., 2 in., and 2.5 in.
These specimens had the same reinforcing wire diameter of 0.055 in.

The thirteenth specimen (S3-1S-1L-B) in this series was reinforced with single layer of
orthogonal reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions at 1 in but the
reinforcing wires had double the cross-sectional area for those wires in the other
specimens in this series. All specimens in this series were shot with the same nondeformable projectile of 1.5 in diameter and 0.5 lbm weight. The properties of
specimens in series 3 are listed in Table 3.3.
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3.2.4

Series 4

Specimens in series 4 were hit with the two different levels of velocity (210 ft/s and
450 ft/s). This series had 5 specimens; two of them were reinforced with single layer
of orthogonal reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions at 0.5 in. and 0.75
in. Those two specimens (S4-0.5S-1L-S and S4-0.75S-1L-S) were shot with a nondeformable projectile of 1 in diameter and 0.148 lbm weight with impact velocity of
210 ft/s in order to achieve scabbing. The projectile kinetic energy for those specimens
was very close to the kinetic energy for projectiles used in the scabbing series (Series
2).

The other three specimens were reinforced with single layer of orthogonal
reinforcement with uniform spacing in both directions at 0.5 in., 0.75 in., and 1 in.;
those specimens were shot with a non-deformable projectile of 1 in diameter (and 0.148
lbm weight) with impact velocity of 450 ft/s in order to achieve perforation. The
projectile kinetic energy for those specimens was very close to the kinetic energy for
projectiles used in the perforation series (Series 3). Specimens in series 4 are listed in
Table 3.4.

3.2.5

Series 5

Specimens in series 5 were identical versions of the specimens in series 1, 2, 3, and 4
but were tested statically. Specimens in series 5 are listed in Table 3.5.
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3.3

Description of Specimens

All test specimens were 10 in. by 10 in. square panels with 1 in. thickness, reinforced
in both orthogonal directions (horizontal and vertical) in single layer or double layers
of reinforcement. For single-layer reinforced panels, reinforcement layer was placed
on the back face of the panel under 0.25 in of concrete cover. For double-layer
reinforced panels, reinforcement layers were placed under 0.25 in of concrete cover on
both faces of the panel. 90-hook was provided at each end of reinforcing wires to
avoid slippage during impact. Panel reinforcement details are shown in Fig.3.1.

In all panels, the non-deformable projectile acted on the center of the front face of each
specimen during either impact or static tests. Specimens were attached vertically to the
frame set-up. For the impact and static tests, specimens were simply supported along
the top and bottom edges. At the top edge translation in the transverse direction was
restrained but was free to translate in the vertical direction and rotate. At the bottom
edge translation in the transverse and vertical directions were restrained but rotation
was allowed. Fig.3.2 shows photo of a specimen with supports condition before testing.

3.4

Material Properties
3.4.1

Concrete

Slurry concrete was used in the small-scale specimens consisting of Type I/II cement,
coarse sand (ASTM C-33) and fine (mason) sand (ASTM C-144). The mix proportions
by dry weight are 3.5:1:1.5 (coarse: fine: cement) with a water cement ratio of 0.55.
Concrete mixer was used to prepare the concrete in the three batches. The average
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concrete strength for the mix at 28-days was approximately 5500 psi. Table 3.6 shows
the concrete properties for each batch.
3.4.2

Reinforcing Wires

Reinforcing wires used in the tests were purchased from McMaster-Carr. Wires come
in 1/16 in. diameter and 3 ft length. In this study, the wires were annealed by heattreating at 1650˚F for 90 minutes in order to reduce the yield strength. Before
constructing reinforcing meshes, dirt and rust were removed from all steel wires by
cleaning it with acetone. Following cleaning, wires were sprayed with a 10% solution
of hydrochloric acid solution and placed in fog room for three days to pit and rust the
steel. A wire brush and high pressure water jet were used to remove loose rust particles.
The procedure followed the one mentioned in Moehle (1980). Because of the very
small wires diameter, Durkee Testing Laboratories (2015) were employed to carry out
tensile test on six samples of the wires. Wire extension was measured using an
extensometer wing 2-in gauge length. Extensometer was removed after yield but
before fracture. No measurement for the extension at fracture was made in any of the
samples. However, fracture load was measured. Fig.3.3 shows stress-strain curves
obtained from the six wires tested.

Since the extension at fracture was not measured during the tensile testing, the ultimate
strain, i.e. strain at fracture, was estimated by extending the post-yield stress-strain
curve obtained from the measurements as a straight line until it crossed the ultimate
strength. Fig.3.4 illustrates the approach used to estimate the strain at fracture for one
of the samples. The approach underestimates the actual ultimate strain since the slope
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of the post-yield curve for reinforcing steel typically decreases between yield and
ultimate states. The ultimate strength measured by the Durkee Testing Laboratories
and the ultimate strain estimated as described above for the six wire samples are listed
in Table 3.7.

3.5

Impact Tests

3.5.1

General

Impact tests were conducted using an air-gun setup that was built and used at the Bowen
Civil Engineering Laboratory at Purdue University (Pujol, 2010). The device can
accelerate projectiles through a 180-in long barrel using compressed helium. The barrel
is a steel pipe with an inner diameter of 2.05 in. and a wall thickness of 3/16 in. The
pipe is attached to a Norgren A1038C-A1 air-pilot-actuated Poppet valve. When
actuated, the valve opens and lets the compressed helium stored in a reservoir flow into
the barrel, propelling the projectile. The reservoir was a Swagelok 304 L-HDF8 1-gal
stainless steel double-ended cylinder. The reservoir-valve-barrel assembly attached on
top of the W24×55 beam supported by two 2C10×25 double channels (Fig.3.4).

Chrome steel ball bearing with different diameters (1 in, and 1.5 in) were used as the
non-deformable projectile. Because the ball bearing had smaller diameter than the
barrel, the ball was glued to the bottom of an empty juice can that fits well in the barrel.
Fig.3.5 shows the steel ball bearing attached to the juice can. For safety purposes, a
steel bucket was installed between the open end of the barrel and the target. A 5-in
narrow slot was made in the safety bucket to monitor the ball as it exited the barrel and
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flew toward the target RC panel. Fig.3.6 shows the safety bucket installed between the
barrel and the target. Furthermore, to protect the laboratory strong wall behind the
target, an inclined 0.25-in thick steel plate was installed behind the target to deflect the
steel ball to a sand pit (Fig.3.7).
In order to achieve three different local damage modes (penetration, scabbing, and
perforation) in the impacted specimens, many trial specimens were constructed and
tested first to determine the helium reservoir pressure and steel ball bearing velocity
relationship (Fig. 3.12).
3.5.2

Measurements and Instrumentation

During the impact tests, projectile velocity was measured using a high-speed video
camera by monitoring the projectile through the slot that made in the safety bucket.
For some of the specimens, deflections were measured dynamically during testing at
three different locations on the tested specimen.

Photron APX RS Fastcam high-speed digital video camera was used to measure the
impact velocity of the projectile after it left the barrel and flew toward the target. The
high-speed camera (HSC) was operated with 20,000 frames per second in order to
record the flight of the ball toward the specimen. To calculate the projectile impact
velocity, a scale made of 0.25-in wide white and black markings was attached to the
safety bucket and the HSC recording was used to estimate the velocity of the ball as it
flew by the markings. Fig.3.8 shows the scale attached to the safety bucket. The impact
speed was calculated by dividing the number of bars that the ball crossed and the
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elapsed time to cross those bars. The equation below was used to calculate the impact
velocity of the projectile:
 

  


(3-1)

where
 : Projectile impact velocity.
 : Number of quarter an inch bars that the projectile crossed before hitting the
specimen.
: The elapsed time to cross the number of white/black bars ( ).
Specimen deflections were measured from the back face of the specimen at the center
and at two quarter points in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the specimen
using three linear variable differential transformers Lucas-Schaevitz DC LVDTs. The
LVDTs had a range of ±1 in. and were calibrated before the tests using a Boeckeler
micrometer with a sensitivity of 0.00002-in. LVDT locations on the panel are shown
in Fig.3.9.
3.5.3

Impact Testing Procedure

After the cannon was set up, the barrel was placed and centered using a laser line to
arrange the flight line of the projectile would intersect the center point of the target
specimen.

After the specimen was attached vertically to the supporting frame

(Fig.3.10), the projectile was fed into the barrel using tape measure to push the
projectile 100 in. from the opening of the barrel. Helium was released from the bottle
and the regulator was used to fill the reservoir to the required pressure. Air nozzle was
used to release the compressed helium from the reservoir and accelerate the projectile
through the barrel. Rigid Polyurethane Foam (Foam-iT® 3) was used to fill the empty
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juice can to prevent buckling or crushing of the juice can wall when it was subject to
the released pressure inside the barrel.

3.6

Static Testing

Static testing was performed by pushing the center point of the RC panels with a DuffNorton (Model 3501) screw gear jack. The transverse load of the screw jack was
applied through the same ball bearing that was used in the impact tests. The ball
bearing was fitted between the screw jack and the specimen at the center of the
specimen. A 5-kip load cell was used to measure the applied load on the panel. The
three LVDTs described above were used in the static tests to measure the panel
deflection at the same positions defined above. Fig.3.11 shows a photo for the static
test setup.
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Table3.1: Specimen properties in Series 1
Intended
Damage
Mode

Penetration

Specimen ID
S1-0.5S-1L
S1-0.75S-1L
S1-1S-1L
S1-1.25S-1L
S1-1S-1L-B
S1-1S-2L
S1-1.5S-2L
S1-2S-2L
S1-2.5S-2L

Reinforcement
Mesh
No. of Spacing
layers [in]
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
1
1
1.25
1
1
2
1
2
1.5
2
2
2
2.5

Projectile
Wire Dia.
[in]
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.081
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

Diameter
[in]
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Table 3.2: Specimen properties in Series 2
Intended
Damage
Mode

Scabbing

Specimen ID
S2-0.5S-1L
S2-0.75S-1L
S2-1S-1L
S2-1.25S-1L
S2-1S-1L-B
S2-1S-2L
S2-1S-2L-O
S2-1.5S-2L
S2-1.5S-2L-O
S2-2S-2L
S2-2S-2L-O
S2-2.5S-2L
S2-2.5S-2L-O

Reinforcement
Mesh
No. of Spacing
layers [in]
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
1
1
1.25
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1.5
2
1.5
2
2
2
2
2
2.5
2
2.5

Projectile
Wire Dia.
[in]
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.085
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

Diameter
[in]
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
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Table 3.3: Specimens properties in Series 3
Intended
Damage
Mode

Perforation

Specimen ID
S3-0.5S-1L
S3-0.75S-1L
S3-1S-1L
S3-1.25S-1L
S3-1S-1L-B
S3-1S-2L
S3-1S-2L-O
S3-1.5S-2L
S3-1.5S-2L-O
S3-2S-2L
S3-2S-2L-O
S3-2.5S-2L
S3-2.5S-2L-O

Reinforcement
Mesh
No. of Spacing
layers [in]
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
1
1
1.25
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1.5
2
1.5
2
2
2
2
2
2.5
2
2.5

Projectile
Wire Dia.
[in]
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.081
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

Diameter
[in]
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Table 3.4: Specimens properties in Series 4
Intended
Damage
Mode
Scabbing
Perforation

Specimen ID
S4-0.5S-1L-S
S4-0.75S-1L-S
S4-0.5S-1L-P
S4-0.75S-1L-P
S4-1S-1L-P

Reinforcement
Mesh
No. of Spacing
layers [in]
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
1.0

Projectile
Wire Dia.
[in]
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

Diameter
[in]
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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Table 3.5: Specimens properties in Series 5
Intended
Damage
Mode

Static Test

Specimen ID
S5-0.5S-1L
S5-0.75S-1L
S5-1S-1L
S5-1.25S-1L
S5-1S-2L
S5-1S-2L-O
S5-1.5S-2L
S5-1.5S-2L-O
S5-2S-2L
S5-2S-2L-O
S5-2.5S-2L
S5-2.5S-2L-O
S5-0.75S-1L-1
S5-0.75S-1L-

Reinforcement
Mesh
No. of Spacing
layers [in]
1
0.5
1
0.75
1
1
1
1.25
2
1
2
1
2
1.5
2
1.5
2
2
2
2
2
2.5
2
2.5
1
0.75
1
0.75

Projectile
Wire Dia.
[in]
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055
0.055

Diameter
[in]
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.5

Table 3.6: Concrete batches and properties
Concrete
Batch
No.
1
2
3

Number of
Specimens Cast
16
11
40

Measured Compressive
Strength at 28 days age, f’c
(psi)
4880
4631
5847

Measured
Compressive
Strength at testing
(psi)
5689
5328
6261

Table 3.7: Steel wires properties
Ultimate
Ultimate Strain+
Strength*
(%)
(psi)
1
117000
3.9
2
123000
3.9
3
94500
4.7
4
133000
3.8
5
112000
4.8
6
134000
3.8
* obtained from measured load at fracture
+ estimated using the approach described in Section 3.4.2
Sample
No.
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Figure 3.1: Typical panel details
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Specimen
Supporting Rods (TYP)

Figure 3.2: A typical specimen setup before testing
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Figure 3.3: Stress-strain curves for the six steel wire samples tested

(from measurement)

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the ultimate strain estimation approach. Data for the wire
sample #5 are shown.




Figure 3.5: Impact test setup
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40
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Figure 3.6: Impact test setup

Figure 3.7: 1.5-in diameter chrome steel ball attached to the juice can
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Supporting
Frame

Safety Bucket

Barrel

Figure 3.8: The steel bucket with side slot
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Supporting
Frame

Safety Bucket

Specimen
¼ in. Bar

Figure 3.9: The safety bucket a slot and scale with 0.25-in wide markings

1.5 in. diameter
1 in. diameter

Figure 3.10: Balls bearing of 1.5 in and 1 in diameter
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2½”

×Indicates LVDT locations
5”

×
2½”

×

×
5”
RC Panel

5”

5”
Figure 3.11: Locations of LVDTs on the RC panel.

LVDTs

Screw Jack

Specimen

Load Cell
Ball Bearing
Supporting Frame

Figure 3.12: Static test setup for typical specimen before testing
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3.13: Projectile impact velocity versus helium pressure in the reservoir
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1

Introduction

Four sets of experiments were made to investigate the influence of the longitudinal
reinforcement ratio and bar spacing on response of RC panels against impact by nondeformable projectiles. The results of both static and impact tests on small-scale
reinforced concrete panels are given in this chapter. Test set-up, experiment series and
specimens are presented in Chapter 3.

In this Chapter, section 4.2 presents the results obtained from static tests on specimens
in series 5 and the failure mode for a representative sample of specimens in that series.
Details for the rest of the specimens are given in Appendix B. Section 4.3 presents the
results of impact tests done on specimens in series 1, 2, 3, and 4. Impact test results
were compared with the estimates made based on NDRC (NDRC, 1946), Chang
(Chang, 1981) and Bechtel (Bechtel, 1975) equations to show the influence of
reinforcement on the local damage mode in section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the
developed demand – capacity approach to evaluate if RC panels would be perforated
under certain impact load.
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4.2

Static Testing Results

As discussed in Chapter 3, specimens in series 5 are the identical versions of the
specimens in other series. Series 5 specimens were tested statically before the impact
test series to identify the failure mechanisms under static loading -to be compared with
the failure mechanisms identified in the impact tests-, and to measure the punching
shear strength and the flexural capacity of the specimens. Fourteen specimens identical
to the specimens in series 1, 2, 3 were tested statically by pushing them at their center
with the same ball bearing (1.5 in-diameter) that was used in the impact tests. Two
specimens identical to the specimens in series 4 were tested statically by pushing at
their center with the same ball bearing that was used in the impact test (1-in diameter).
4.2.1

Load-Deflection Response

The applied load and panel center deflection were measured in each test. Static test
setup is shown in Figure 3.4. A photo for a typical specimen before the static test is
shown in Figure 3.2. Below is a detailed discussion of the results of static tests on some
of the specimens in series 5 while the discussion of the rest of specimens is given in
Appendix B.

Specimen S5-0.5S-1L had a single layer of orthogonal reinforcement layer spaced at
0.5 in. o.c. in both directions. Figure 4.1 shows the applied force versus the deflection
measured at the same point where the load was applied, i.e. center of the panel. 1.5-in
diameter ball bearing was fitted between the screw jack and the specimen. Load was
applied on the front face but the deflection was measured on the back face. Punching
shear was observed in the back face of the specimen at 1200 lbf and 0.1 in deflection,
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after which the load dropped to 660 lbf. Following that drop, the load climbed back up
because the ball was trying to perforate the specimen. The ball perforated the specimen
at load level of 870 lbf and 0.8 in deflection, which caused another drop in the load.
Figure 4.2 shows the front and back face photos for specimen S5-0.5S-1L after the test.

Specimen S5-0.75S-1L had a single layer of orthogonal reinforcement layer spaced at
0.75 in in both directions. Figure 4.3 shows the applied force versus the deflection
measured at the same point where the load was applied, i.e. center of the panel. 1.5-in
diameter ball bearing was fitted between the screw jack and the specimen. Load was
applied on the front face but the deflection was measured on the back face. Reinforcing
wires started yielding at 800 lbf and 0.02 in deflection, after which the load climbed up
as the wires started strain-hardening phase. The specimen reached its flexural capacity
at 1240 lbf and 0.48 in deflection, after which there was successive drops in the loadcarrying capacity due to fracturing of the longitudinal reinforcing wires. The specimen
did not fail by punching because its yielding capacity (800 lbf) was less than its
punching capacity (1200 lbf, estimated from specimen S5-0.5S-1L). Figure 4.4 shows
the front and back face photos for specimen S5-0.75S-1L at the end of the test.

Specimen S5-1S-1L had a single layer of orthogonal reinforcement layer spaced in both
directions at 1 in. Figure 4.5 shows a curve for the force applied on the center of the
front face of the RC panel versus the deflection measured at the same point on the back
face. Flexural cracks were observed at 740 lbf and 0.05 in deflection. The specimen
reached its flexural strength at 1050 lbf and 0.45 in deflection, after which there was
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successive drops in the load-carrying capacity due to fracturing of the wires. Flexural
behavior dominated the failure mode of the specimen. There was no evidence of
punching shear failure on the back face of the specimen. Figure 4.6 shows the front
and back face photos for specimen S5-1S-1L at the end of the test.

Specimen S5-1S-2L had double layers of reinforcement layers spaced in both directions
at 1 in. Figure 4.7 shows the load-displacement curve for the force applied to the center
of the front face of the panel and the deflection measured at the same point on the back
face. Reinforcing wires started to yield at 715 lbf and 0.03 in deflection. After the
onset of yielding, punching shear was observed on the back face of the specimen at 970
lbf and 0.17 in deflection, after which the load dropped to 660 lbf. Afterwards, the
load-carrying capacity climbed up because the ball was trying to penetrate the specimen.
Crushing in the concrete occurred on the front face of the specimen but the ball did not
perforate the specimen. Figure 4.8 shows the front and back face photos for specimen
S5-1S-2L after testing.

Specimen S5-2S-2L has double layers of reinforcement layers spaced at 2 in. in both
directions. Figure 4.9 shows the curve for the force applied to the center of the front
face of the panel versus the deflection measured at the same point on the back face.
Reinforcing wires started to yield at 640 lbf and 0.02 in deflection, after which the load
climbed up as the wires started to experience the strain-hardening. The specimen
reached its flexural strength at 1120 lbf and 0.5 in deflection, after which there was
successive drops in the curve due to fracturing of the wires. Flexural behavior
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dominated the failure mode of the specimen. No punching shear failure was observed
on the back face of the specimen. Figure 4.10 shows the front and back face photos for
specimen S5-2S-2L after the test.

4.3

Impact Test Results
4.3.1

General

Impact test set-up and procedures are presented and discussed in Chapter 3. Specimens
in series 1, 2, 3, and 4 were tested dynamically by striking them with rigid projectiles.
Specimens in series 1 were impacted with relatively low velocity (around 60 ft/s) in
order to achieve penetration in the front face of specimens. Specimens in series 2 were
impacted with higher velocity (around 100 ft/s) in order to achieve scabbing on the
back face of specimens. Specimens in series 3 were impacted with the highest velocity
(around 220 ft/s) to have the projectile perforate the specimens. Specimens in series 4
were impacted with a smaller ball bearing (1in-diameter) to achieve scabbing and
perforation at impact velocities of 210 ft/sec and 450 ft/sec, respectively.
4.3.2

Series 1 Results

Test results for series 1 are shown in Table 4.1. Series 1 included nine specimens with
different reinforcement ratios and wire spacing. It was intended to achieve penetration
in them by shooting them with a ball bearing of 1.5 in diameter and 0.5 lbm of weight.
Even though the specimens in this series were hit with the same projectile and at similar
velocities, different responses and damage states were observed due to different
reinforcement configurations. Impact videos recorded by the HSC showed that no
rotation occurred at the end supports of the specimens.
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In specimens S1-0.5S-1L, S1-0.75S-1L, S1-1S-1L, S1-1.25S-1L, S1-1S-1L-B and S11S-2L, flexural behavior was dominant with small amount of concrete spalls on the
back face (reinforcement wires were not visible in the spalled region); and no sign of
punching shear failure was observed. More damage and punching shear crater was
observed in specimen S1-1.5S-2L. The punching shear crater was formed in the back
face such that the concrete cover at the center of the crater did not spall off. In
specimens S1-2S-2L and S1-2.5S-2L punching shear craters were formed in the back
face and concrete spalled off the back face. Therefore, the local damage mode in S12S-2L and S1-2.5S-2L can be considered as scabbing mode and not penetration mode.
Crater volume in specimen S1-2S-2L was greater than that in specimen S1-2.5S-2L
because of the fact that the former specimen was hit with a projectile that had kinetic
energy higher than the latter specimen by 17%. Specimens with wire spacing greater
than 1.5-in experienced more damage than the specimens with smaller spacing.
Besides, the local damage mode in those specimens (with wire spacing greater than 1.5
in.) was closer to scabbing than penetration because they developed punching crater in
the back face. Finite Element (FE) simulations were used to estimate the local damage
mode in specimens S1-2S-2L and S1-2.5S-2L but with single layer of reinforcement
instead of two while keeping the reinforcement ratio the same by using wires with
larger bar area. FE simulations estimated the local damage modes to be scabbing as
the experimental results. Details of the FE simulations are shown and discussed in
Chapter 5. Below is a detailed discussion of the test results for some of the specimens
in series 1 and the test results for the rest of the series 1 specimens are given in
Appendix B.
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Specimen S1-0.5S-1L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 55.2
ft/sec. The projectile caused penetration of 0.06 in. deep and 0.63 in. crater diameter
in the front face of the specimen. Small amount of 0.056 in3 of concrete cover spalled
off the back face. No flexural cracks were observed in the front face or the back face
of the specimen. Front and back face photos of specimen S1-0.5S-1L are shown in
Table 4.2.

Specimen S1-0.75S-1L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 61.2
ft/sec. The projectile caused penetration of 0.08 in. deep and 0.76 in. crater diameter
in the front face of the specimen. A small amount of concrete cover, 0.07in3 volume,
spalled off the back face. Circular crack pattern was observed in the back face at the
center of the specimen. Diagonal hair cracks were observed in the back face of the
specimen. Front and back face photos of specimen S1-0.75S-1L after the test are
shown in Table 4.2.

Specimen S1-1S-1L was hit by a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 65.6 ft/sec.
Projectile caused penetration of 0.05 in. deep and 0.5 in. crater diameter in the front
face of the specimen. A C-shaped concrete segment, 0.18 in3 in volume, was spalled
off the back face. Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face at the center of the
specimen. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the specimen.
Front and back face photos for specimen S1-1S-1L are shown in Table 4.2.
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4.3.2.1 Wire Spacing Effect on Series 1
Figure 4.11 shows the crater volume formed in the back face of specimens versus the
wire spacing in series 1. Specimens with wire spacing less than 1.5 in. experienced
penetration in the front face associated with no scabbing or a small crater with volume
less than 0.18 in3 formed in the back face. Specimens reinforced with bar spacing equal
to or greater than 1.5 in. experienced punching shear crater in the back face. Specimen
S1-1.5S-2L was reinforced with wire spacing equal to 1.5 in and experienced slightly
higher crater volume than specimens reinforced with wires spaced less than 1.25 in. on
center by forming of punching shear crater in the back face. Specimens S1-1S-1L, S11S-1L-B, and S1-1S-2L were reinforced with the same wire spacing of 1 in and these
three specimens experienced penetration with almost the same penetration crater
volume and without forming punching shear crater in the back face. Bar spacing
influence the behavior of RC panels under impact speed of around 60 ft/sec by a nondeformable projectile.
4.3.2.2 Reinforcement Ratio Effect on Series 1
Specimens with the same reinforcement ratio experienced different level of back face
crater volume (Fig. 4.12). Specimens S1-1.25S-1L and S1-2.5S-2L had the same
reinforcement ratio but S1-1.25S-1L experienced hairline diagonal cracks in the back
face of the specimen without forming a punching shear crater while specimen S1-2.5S2L formed a punching shear crater in the back face. Similar behavior was observed in
specimens S1-1S-1L and S1-2S-2L, and in specimens S1-0.75S-1L and S1-1.5S-2L.
Specimens S1-0.5S-1L, S1-1S-1L, and S1-1S-1L-B had the same reinforcement ratio
with damage ranging from no damage in specimen S1-0.5S-1L to 0.14 in3 crater
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volume in specimen S1-1S-1L-B.

Reinforcement ratio does not appear to be a

controlling parameter since specimens with the same reinforcement ratio experienced
different damage levels.
4.3.3

Series 2 Results

Test results of series 2 are shown in Table 4.4. Series 2 included 13 specimens with
different reinforcement ratios and reinforcing wire spacing. It was intended to achieve
scabbing in them by hit them with a 1.5-in 0.5-lbm ball bearing. Impact videos
recorded by the HSC showed that no rotation was observed at the end supports of the
specimens.

Scabbing local damage mode was achieved in all series 2 specimens. Diagonal cracks
were observed in the back face of all of them. Specimens S2-0.5S-1L, S2-0.75S-1L,
S2-1S-1L, S2-1S-1L-B, and S2-1.25S-1L sustained scabbing damage by spalling off
the concrete cover from the back face but without forming punching shear crater as in
specimens S2-1S-2L, S2-1.5S-2L, S2-2S-2L, and S2-2.5S-2L. It was noticed that
specimens reinforced single layer mesh lost the concrete cover from the back face while
specimens reinforced with two layers mesh formed a punching shear crater. Below is
a detailed discussion of the test results of some of the specimens in series 2 and the test
results for the rest of the series 2 specimens are given in Appendix B.

Specimen S2-0.5S-1L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 110.6
ft/sec. The projectile caused penetration of 0.3 in. deep and 1.15 in. crater diameter in
the front face of the specimen. A 3.26 in by 4.0 in. (1.36 in3 volume) piece of concrete
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cover spalled off the back face. No punching shear crater was formed. Through crack
was formed at the mid-span of the specimen. Photos of specimen S2-0.5S-1L are
shown in Table 4.5.

Specimen S2-0.75S-1L was hit with a projectile at 101.6 ft/sec. The projectile caused
a penetration crater of 0.13 in. deep and 0.88 in. diameter in the front face of the
specimen. 4.77 in by 5.0 in. (volume of 2.45 in3) concrete cover scabbed off the back
face. No punching shear crater was observed. A through-crack was formed at midspan of the specimen. Photos of specimen S2-0.75S-1L are shown in Table 4.5.

Specimen S2-1S-1L was hit with a projectile at 103.4 ft/sec. The projectile caused a
penetration crater of 0.13 in. deep and 0.90 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
4.1 in by 4.1 in. (1.82 in3 in volume) concrete cover scabbed off the back face. No
punching shear crater was formed. Through-crack was formed at mid- span of the
specimen. Photos of specimen S2-1S-1L are shown in Table 4.5.
4.3.3.1 Reinforcement Spacing Effect on Series 2
Fig. 4.13 shows the volume of the crater formed in the back face of specimens in series
2 versus the reinforcement wire spacing. Specimens with the same reinforcement
spacing experienced different level of back face crater volume (Fig. 4.13). Specimens
S2-1S-1L and S2-1S-2L had the same reinforcement spacing but S2-1S-1L experienced
cover spalling in the back face of the specimen without forming a punching shear crater
while specimen S2-1S-2L formed a punching shear crater in the back face. Similar
behavior was observed in specimens S2-1S-1L-B and S1-1S-2L-O.

Specimens
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reinforced with single layer of reinforcement experienced less scabbing in the back face
and without forming a punching shear crater in the back face. Those specimens are S20.5S-1L, S2-0.75S-1L, S2-1S-1L, S2-0.5S-1L, and S2-1.25S-1L and they have an
average crater volume of 1.97 in3. For specimens reinforced with two layers mesh,
punching shear crater was formed in the back face and more concrete scabbed off the
back face. Those specimens are S2-1S-2L, S2-1.5S-2L, S2-2S-2L, and S2-2.5S-2L and
they have an average crater volume of 2.89 in3. Making an offset in the reinforcement
meshes neither reduced the crater volume formed in the back face nor changed the local
damage behavior compared to specimens with no offset in the mesh reinforcement
layers. Specimens with offset wire meshes are S2-1S-2L-O, S2-1.5S-2L-O, S2-2S-2LO, and S2-2.5S-2L-O and they have an average crater volume of 3.39 in3. Specimens
reinforced with single layer of reinforcement experienced about 46% less spall,
measured in terms of volume of spalled concrete, than panels reinforced with double
layers of reinforcement. Number of reinforcement layers seems to be a controlling
parameter scabbing crater volume.
4.3.3.2 Reinforcement Ratio Effect on Series 2
Fig. 4.14 shows the relation between the reinforcement ratio and the crater volume in
the back face of specimens in series 2. Specimens with the same reinforcement ratio
experienced different levels of back face spalling (measured by crater volume).
Specimens S2-1.25S-1L and S2-2.5S-2L had the same reinforcement ratio of 0.19%
but S2-1.25S-1L had 40% smaller crater (1.36 in3) than that in S1-2.5S-2L (2.24 in3).
Same behavior was observed in specimen pair S2-1S-1L and S2-2S-2L with
reinforcement ratio of 0.24% and in pair S2-0.5S-1L and S2-1S-2L with reinforcement
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ratio of 0.48%. Accordingly, it can be concluded that within the range of reinforcement
ratio considered, namely 0.19% to 0.48%, reinforcement ratio is not a parameter
governing the amount of spall when spalling is the dominant damage type.
4.3.4

Series 3 Results

Test results for series 3 are shown in Table 4.8. Series 3 included 13 specimens with
different reinforcement ratios and wire spacing. It was intended to achieve perforation
in them by shooting at the specimens a ball bearing of 1.5 in. diameter and 0.5 lbm of
weight. For the perforated specimens, projectile exit speed was calculated using the
FE simulations since the HSC videos did not show the projectile as it left the back face
of the perforated specimen because of the concrete debris. In 11 of the series 3 tests
the steel ball projectile passed through the RC panel; the two exceptions were
specimens S3-0.5S-1L and S3-1S-1L-B. Specimen S3-0.5S-1L had the smallest wire
spacing and the ball got stuck in the reinforcement mesh. The projectile did not
perforate specimen S3-1S-1L-B because of the low impact velocity of the projectile
compared to the other specimens in this series (164.1 ft/sec vs. average speed of 221.6
ft/sec for the 11 perforated specimens). This conclusion was confirmed by the FE
simulation for specimen S3-1S-1L-B when the impact velocity increased from 164.1
ft/sec (in the real test) to 221.6 ft/sec which is the average impact velocity for the
perforated specimens in series 3; the projectile perforated the specimen and exited from
the back face. As mentioned before, in all of the series 3 specimens, including the two
specimens that were not perforated, punching shear crater was formed in the back face.
The crater in all of the specimens started at the front face with a hole of diameter equal
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to the projectile diameter and the crater widened through the thickness at a nearly
constant angle ranging between 26.6° and 32.8°.

The slow motion replay of the HSC records for the perforation tests show that through
and diagonal cracks were formed in the back and front faces of specimens after the
projectile perforated the specimen. These cracks were formed because of the vibration
of the specimen after the impact. The vibrations were taking place with the reduced
section area since the panel had lost 40% of its gross cross-sectional area during the
impact. Below is test results of some the specimens in series 3 and the test results for
the rest of the series 3 specimens are given in Appendix B.

Specimen S3-0.5S-1L was hit with a projectile traveling at 212 ft/sec. The ball bearing
did not perforate the specimen and stuck in the reinforcement mesh. 1.5 in. diameter
hole was formed in the front face of the specimen. 4.9 in by 5.4 in. (7.67 in3 volume)
concrete scabbed off the back face. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face.
Through-crack was formed at the mid-span of the specimen. Photos of specimen S30.5S-1L are shown in Table 4.9.

Specimen S3-0.75S-1L was hit with a projectile traveling at 223.9 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 44.7 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back
face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 4.9 in. and volume of 5.74 in3. Punching shear crater
was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span
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length of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing
wire was cut. Photos of specimen S3-0.75S-1L are shown in Table 4.9.

Specimen S3-1S-1L was hit with a projectile traveling at 218.1 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit speed of 46.3 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back
face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 5.4 in. and volume of 6.64 in3. Punching shear crater
was formed. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the
specimen. Two reinforcing wires were cut. Photos of specimen S3-1S-1L are shown
in Table 4.9.

4.3.5

Series 4 Results

Test results for series 4 are shown in Table 4.12. Photos of the specimens in series 4
are shown in Table 4.13. Series 4 included 5 specimens with different reinforcement
ratios and reinforcement wire spacing.

It was intended to achieve scabbing in

specimens S4-0.5S-1L-S and S4-0.75-1L-S, and perforation in specimens S4-0.5S-1LP, S4-0.75-1L-P, and S4-1S-1L-P. Specimens in this series were hit by a ball bearing
of 1.0 in diameter and 0.148 lbm of weight. For the perforated specimens, projectile
exit speed was estimated from FE simulations.

Specimen S4-0.5S-1L-S was hit with a projectile traveling at 210.2 ft/sec. The
projectile caused a penetration crater of 0.22 in. deep and 0.78 in. diameter in the front
face of the specimen. 3.5 in by 3.7 in. (1.54 in3 volume) concrete crater scabbed off
the back face. No punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Horizontal crack
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was observed in the front face of the specimen when the specimen bounced back after
the impact.

Specimen S4-0.75S-1L-S was hit with a projectile impact velocity equal to 207.1 ft/sec.
The projectile caused a penetration of 0.22 in. deep and 0.81 in. crater diameter in the
front face of the specimen. 3.32 in by 3.32 in. (1.40 in3 volume) concrete crater scabbed
off the back face. No punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Horizontal
crack was observed in the front face of the specimen when the specimen bounced back
after the impact. Diagonal cracks were formed in the back face of the specimen.
Specimen S4-0.5S-1L-P was hit with a projectile traveling at 448.6 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit speed of 51.7 ft/sec. 5.4 in by 5.4 in. (5.04 in3 volume)
concrete scabbed off from the back face. Punching shear crater was formed in the back
face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the specimen and
diagonal cracks in the back face as well. None reinforcing wire was cut.

Specimen S4-0.75S-1L-P was hit with a projectile traveling at 473.6 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit speed of 96.6 ft/sec. 4.3 in by 4.3 in. (3.71 in3 volume)
concrete scabbed off from the back face. Punching shear crater was formed in the back
face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the specimen and
diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing wire was cut.

Specimen S4-1S-1L-P was hit with a projectile traveling at 419.7 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit speed of 60.5 ft/sec. 4.5 in by 4.5 in. (4.62 in3 volume)
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concrete scabbed off from the back face. Punching shear crater was formed in the back
face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the specimen and
diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing wire was cut.

4.4

Comparison of the Test Data with the Literature Equations

None of the equations available in literature to estimate the minimum thickness to
prevent scabbing or perforation consider the influence of orthogonal reinforcement in
RC targets on damage level.

The tested specimens were compared with the estimates based on the equations
developed by NDRC (1946), Chang (1981), and Bechtel (1973). These expressions are
presented and discussed in Chapter 2. These equations were used and recommended
by Sugano (1993) for impact on RC panels by rigid projectiles. The input parameters
for the above mentioned equations are impact velocity, concrete strength, and projectile
diameter.

Figure 4.15 shows the minimum panel thickness required to prevent

scabbing per the NDRC (1946), Chang (1981), and Bechtel (1973) equations using
properties from the specimens tested in series 1, i.e., the penetration series. Since the
panel reinforcement is not a parameter in those equations and the specimens in series
1 were tested in similar conditions and impact velocities, the above equations produced
almost identical panel thickness to prevent scabbing. Although the specimens in series
1 were hit with projectiles at similar velocity, two specimens formed scabbing in the
back face (specimens S1-2S-2L and S1-2.5S-2L). As shown in Figure 4.15, the NDRC
equation produced conservative panel thickness to prevent scabbing with a factor of
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safety of about 1.3, while Bechtel equation was less conservative. For the series 1
specimens that experienced scabbing, Bechtel equation estimated the minimum
thickness to prevent scabbing to be 1.19 in and 1.05 in for specimens S1-2S-2L and
S1-2.5S-2L, respectively. If the thickness of specimens S1-2S-2L and S1-2.5S-2L was
increased to 1.19 in and 1.05, respectively there is likelihood that those specimens will
be scabbed.

Chang equation produced the minimum panel thickness to prevent

scabbing to be less than 1 in for all specimens in series 1. Since penetration local
damage mode was formed in series 1 specimens except in specimens S1-2S-2L and S12.5S-2L, Chang underestimated the panel thickness to prevent scabbing.

4.5

Capacity-Demand Approach for Perforation

A capacity–demand approach was developed based on the test results to estimate the
demand applied on the specimens by the impact and the capacity of the specimens to
prevent perforation.

The velocity of the projectile is assumed to decrease linearly as the projectile perforates
the specimen and drops from the impact velocity to zero velocity during the process.
The time required by the projectile to travel through the panel was estimated from


  



( 4-1)

where h is the panel thickness, and Vimp is the projectile impact velocity. Eq. (4.1)
assumes that the projectile will come to a stop when it reaches the back face of the
panel. Equating the impulse on the panel and the momentum of the projectile, i.e.,
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( 4-2)

where m is the projectile mass, one can find the force applied on the panel. The force
applied on the target by the rigid projectile will be equal to
 




( 4-3)

The force calculated in Eq. (4.3) represents the maximum demand on the panel and will
be compared with the capacity of the panel, which is presented next.

The capacity of the panels against perforation was assumed to be provided by concrete
and reinforcing wires. The specimens tested in the perforation series formed a conical
crater with inclined outer surface, implying that punching shear behavior was the
dominant mode of concrete behavior, rather than crushing or flexural. Concrete
punching shear stress was estimated using the following equation
  

( 4-4)

where f’c is the concrete compressive strength in psi. The following concrete shear
capacity equation was derived by multiplying the concrete punching shear stress by the
truncated cone surface area of the crater formed by the impact:
    

( 4-5)

where Acone is the surface area of the truncated cone formed during the impact. It was
noticed in specimens in series 3 that the projectile formed the punching shear crater
first and then hit the reinforcing wire mesh. Reinforcing mesh impact resistance
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depended on the location where the projectile hit the reinforcing mesh, that is, whether
it hit at a wire mesh node, directly at wire, or between the wires when the wire spacing
is as big as the projectile diameter. The perforation specimens had different wire
spacing. It was noticed in specimen S3-0.5S-1L that the projectile ball bearing formed
a punching shear crater first and then the ball got stuck in the reinforcing mesh. The
ratio between the projectile diameter and the wire spacing in specimen S3-0.5S-1L was
3:1 which will be used later to calculate the contribution provided by the mesh
reinforcement to improve RC panels impact resistance. Conservatively, the projectile
will be assumed to go between the reinforcing bars without being resisted by them
when the bar spacing is greater than one-third of the projectile diameter.

In none of the other specimens in series 3, the projectile was caught by the reinforcing
mesh. In these specimens, the projectile diameter to wire spacing was 2 and less.

After the projectile hit the target and formed a punching shear crater, the reinforcing
mesh is no more embedded in the concrete. The reinforcement mesh is assumed to
work like a net with the assumption that the reinforcing wire at the center of the crater
will deform like a cable until it reaches its ultimate strength before fracture. The two
bars at the center of the crater perpendicular to each other will sag at angle  from the
original plane when the bars (wires) reach the ultimate strain of the reinforcing bars.
The sag angle can be calculated by knowing the ultimate strain of the reinforcing bars.
The resisting force provided by the reinforcing bars at the center of the crater is equal
to
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( 4-6)

where fu is the reinforcement ultimate strength and Ab is the wire cross sectional area.
The first multiplier 2 in Equation 4.6 indicates there are two bars perpendicular to each
other in the same mesh layer. The second multiplier 2 is to count the two ends of the
sagged wires. The other reinforcing wires in the crater area will deform and sag
proportional to the bar spacing, i.e., bars closer to the center of the crater will
experience higher stresses than those on the edge of the crater.

The estimates from the proposed equation for the perforation capacity of RC panels are
compared with the tests results obtained for series 1, 2, 3, and 4 in this study. 4%
ultimate strain is used in calculating the sag of the wires. 4% is representative of the
ultimate strain estimated from the test results for the six sample wires (see Section 3.4.2
for details). The ultimate strength of the wires was taken to be 119 ksi, which is the
average of ultimate strength of the six sample wires tested. The comparison data are
shown in Table 4.14. The proposed equation was also tested with the impact test results
conducted by Sugano (1993) and tests by Kojima (1991) using rigid projectiles on RC
targets. The test results for the Sugano and Kojima specimens used to examine the
proposed equation are described and tabulated in Appendix C.

Applying Eq. (4.3) on the specimens of series 1 (penetration series) gives the applied
force by the projectile to be, on average, 348 lbf which is less than the punching shear
capacity provided by the concrete which is equal to 1997 lbf. The projectile did not
perforate the specimens in series 1. This can be explained by the fact that the applied
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force by the impacting projectile was less than the perforation capacity of the specimens
calculated only based on the concrete punching shear strength.

Since specimens in series 2 were hit at higher impact velocity than in series 1, higher
impact forces are estimated by Equation 4.3. The average force applied on the panel
during the impact is estimated to be 967 lbf, which is less than the punching shear
capacity provided by the concrete which is equal to 2032 lbf. The projectile did not
perforate the specimens in series 2 and this is again explained by the fact that the
applied impact force was less than the perforation capacity of the specimens calculated
only by the concrete punching shear strength.

Applying Equation 4.3 on the specimens of series 3 (perforation series) gives the
applied force by the projectile equal to average value of 3422 lbf which is higher than
the punching shear capacity provided only by the concrete which is equal to 2032 lbf.
The projectile did perforate the specimens in series 3 except specimen S3-0.5S-1L.
Specimen S3-0.5S-1L resisted the force applied by the projectile by the punching shear
capacity (equal to 1937 lbf) and by the reinforcement mesh which was estimated to be
2425 lbf using Equation 4.6. It is estimated that the specimen had a total of capacity to
resist perforation equal to 4362 lbf and the applied load (demand) was 4208 lbf.
Reinforcement mesh in other specimens were not able to resist the perforation by the
projectile since wire spacing in those specimens was greater than 0.5 in.
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The proposed capacity-demand approach was applied to the test results by Kojima
(1991) and Sugano (1993) and the outputs are shown in Table 4.15. Details about
Kojima (1991) tests are presented in Chapter 2 and 5. The applied force by the
projectile on specimen R-24-X is estimated using Equation 4.3 to be 40.9 kips and the
punching shear strength calculated using Equation 4.5 to be 112.8 kips. Penetration
local damage mode was formed in specimen R-24-X. The proposed capacity versus
demand approach is able to predict that the specimen should not be perforated. The
applied force by the projectile on specimen R-12-X is estimated using Equation 4.3 to
be 86.6 kips and the punching shear strength calculated using Equation 4.5 to be 25.7
kips. The projectile perforated specimen R-12-X. The proposed capacity demand
approach predicts accurately that the specimen will be perforated. Reinforcing mesh
in specimen R-12-X had no contribution in resisting the perforation of the projectile
because the bar spacing is 4 in. and larger than the projectile diameter which is 2.5 in.
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Table 4.1: Impact testing results for Series 1

Specimen ID

Intended
Damage Mode

Impact Velocity

Kinetic Energy

Penetration Depth

Crater Volume
Back face [in3]

Fractured Bars

[lb-in]

Front face [in]

S1-0.5S-1L

55.26

284.83

0.06

0.056

None

S1-0.75S-1L

61.23

349.66

0.08

0.070

None

S1-1S-1L

65.66

402.12

0.05

0.180

None

S1-1.25S-1L

59.82

333.74

0.03

0.000

None

S1-1S-1LB*

Penetration

[fps]

0.05

50.97
242.27

0.140

None

64.25

385.07

0.07

0.000

None

S1-1.5S-2L

63.70

378.44

0.04

0.280

None

S1-2S-2L

66.06

407.02

0.10

2.240

None

S1-2.5S-2L

60.03

336.09

0.03

0.84

None

S1-1S-2L

* Reinforcing wires in this specimen have twice the cross-sectional area of wires in other specimens.
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Table 4.2: Impact testing results for Series 2

Specimen ID

Intended
Damage Mode

Impact Velocity

Kinetic Energy

Penetration Depth

Crater Volume
Back face [in3]

Fractured Bars

[lb-in]

Front face [in]

S1-0.5S-1L

110.64

1141.75

0.21

1.36

None

S1-0.75S-1L

101.60

962.80

0.13

2.45

None

S1-1S-1L

103.47

998.59

0.13

1.82

None

S1-1.25S-1L

96.64

871.08

0.10

1.96

None

S1-1S-1L-B*

97.22

881.51

0.12

2.24

None

S1-1S-2L

116.71

1270.44

0.23

3.08

None

96.64

871.08

0.09

2.59

None

97.22

881.60

0.13

3.64

None

S1-2.5S-2L

103.65

1002.30

0.13

2.24

None

S1-1S-2L-O

103.69

1002.92

0.14

3.78

None

S1-1.5S-2L-O

98.25

900.36

0.14

3.99

None

S1-2S-2L-O

98.25

900.36

0.16

3.01

None

S1-2.5S-2L-O

94.49

823.70

0.14

2.80

None

S1-1.5S-2L
S1-2S-2L

Scabbing

[fps]

* Reinforcing wires in this specimen have twice the cross-sectional area of wires in other specimens.
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Table 4.3: Impact testing results for Series 3

Specimen ID

Intended

Impact Velocity

Exit Velocity

Kinetic Energy

Crater Volume
Fractured Bars

[fps]

[fps]

[lb-in]

Back face [in3]

S1-0.5S-1L

212.00

N/A**

4191.67

7.66

None

S1-0.75S-1L

223.98

44.75

4679.00

5.74

1

S1-1S-1L

218.13

46.33

4437.82

6.64

2

S1-1.25S-1L

221.13

43.50

4560.73

5.46

None

S1-1S-1L-B*

164.12

N/A**

2512.11

5.18

None

S1-1S-2L

237.18

71.83

5246.79

7.13

1

236.56

73.66

5219.13

6.86

3

237.60

79.16

5265.34

6.31

2

S1-2.5S-2L

211.22

60.33

4161.12

5.46

None

S1-1S-2L-O

214.29

55.83

4282.83

7.00

2

S1-1.5S-2L-O

217.19

50.15

4399.41

6.23

1

S1-2S-2L-O

217.41

65.50

4408.66

7.08

1

S1-2.5S-2L-O

212.67

44.00

4218.40

6.24

1

S1-2S-2L

Perforation

S1-1.5S-2L

Damage Mode

* Reinforcing wires in this specimen have twice the cross-sectional area of wires in other specimens.
** The projectile did not perforate the target.
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Table 4.4: Impact testing results for Series 4

Specimen ID
S1-0.5S-1L-S
S1-0.75S-1L-S

Intended
Damage Mode
Scabbing

S1-0.5S-1L-P
S1-0.75S-1L-P
S1-1S-1L-P

Perforation

Impact Velocity

Exit Velocity

Kinetic Energy

Crater Volume
Fractured Bars

[fps]

[fps]

[lb-in]

Back face [in3]

210.29

N/A

1196.13

1.54

None

207.12

N/A

1160.35

1.40

None

448.67

51.75

5444.78

5.04

None

473.68

96.67

6068.70

3.71

1

419.71

60.50

4764.43

4.62

1
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Table 4.5: Front and back face photos of Series 1 specimens after impact
Front Face

Back Face

S1-0.5S-1L

S1-0.75S-1L

S1-1S-1L

S1-1.25S-1L

S1-1S-1L-B
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Table 4.5 continued
Front Face

Back Face

S1-1S-2L

S1-1.5S-2L

S1-2S-2L

S1-2.5S-2L
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Table 4.6: Front and back face photos for Series 2 tests
Front Face

Back Face

S2-0.5S-1L

S2-0.75S-1L

S2-1S-1L

S2-1.25S-1L

S2-1S-1L-B
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Table 4.6 continued
Front Face

Back Face

S2-1S-2L

S2-1.5S-2L

S2-2S-2L

S2-2.5S-2L
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Table 4.6 continued
Front Face

Back Face

S2-1S-2L-O

S2-1.5S-2L-O

S2-2S-2L-O

S2-2.5S-2L-O
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Table 4.7: Front and back face photos for Series 3 tests.
Front Face

Back Face

S3-0.5S-1L

S3-0.75S-1L

S3-1S-1L

S3-1.25S-1L

S3-1S-1L-B
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Table 4.7 continued
Front Face

Back Face

S3-1S-2L

S3-1.5S-2L

S3-2S-2L

S3-2.5S-2L
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Table 4.7 continued
Front Face

Back Face

S3-1S-2L-O

S3-1.5S-2L-O

S3-2S-2L-O

S3-2.5S-2L-O
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Table 4.8: Front and back face photos for Series 4 tests
Front Face

Back Face

S4-0.5S-1L-S

S4-0.75S-2L-S

S4-0.5S-1L-P

S4-0.75S-1L-P

S4-1S-1L-P
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Table 4.9: Estimated demand and specimen strength (capacity) to resist perforation
Series

Series 1

Series 2

Series 3

Series 4

Estimated
Force

Concrete
strength

Punching
Strength

Force Resisted by
Wires

Eqn. 4.3
[lbf]

f’c

Eqn. 4.5

Eqn. 4.6

[psi]

[lbf]

S1-0.5S-1L

[lbf]

286

5393

1937

2425

S1-0.75S-1L

351

6378

2106

N/A

S1-1S-1L

403

5393

1937

N/A

S1-1.25S-1L

335

6378

2106

N/A

S1-1S-1L-B

243

4631

1795

N/A

S1-1S-2L

386

5393

1937

N/A

S1-1.5S-2L

380

6378

2106

N/A

S1-2S-2L

408

5393

1937

N/A

S1-2.5S-2L

337

6378

2106

N/A

S2-0.5S-1L

1146

5393

1937

2425

S2-0.75S-1L

966

6378

2106

N/A

S2-1S-1L

1002

5393

1937

N/A

S2-1.25S-1L

874

6378

2106

N/A

S2-1S-1L-B

885

4631

1795

N/A

S2-1S-2L

1275

5393

1937

N/A

S2-1S-2L-O

1006

6378

2106

N/A

S2-1.5S-2L

874

6378

2106

N/A

Specimen ID

S2-1.5S-2L-O

904

6378

2106

N/A

S2-2S-2L

885

5393

1937

N/A

S2-2S-2L-O

904

6378

2106

N/A

S2-2.5S-2L

1006

6378

2106

N/A

S2-2.5S-2L-O

836

6378

2106

N/A

S3-0.5S-1L

4208

5393

1937

2425

S3-0.75S-1L

3759

6378

2106

N/A

S3-1S-1L

3509

5393

1937

N/A

S3-1.25S-1L

3678

6378

2106

N/A

S3-IS-1L-B

2522

4631

1795

N/A

S3-1S-2L

3672

5393

1937

N/A

S3-1S-2L-O

3179

6378

2106

N/A

S3-1.5S-2L

3608

6378

2106

N/A

S3-1.5S-2L-O

3397

6378

2106

N/A

S3-2S-2L

3525

5393

1937

N/A

S3-2S-2L-O

3092

6378

2106

N/A

S3-2.5S-2L

2984

6378

2106

N/A

S3-2.5S-2L-O

3359

6378

2106

N/A

S4-0.5S-1L-S

1220

6378

1730

N/A

S4-0.75S-1L-S

1184

6378

1730

N/A

S4-0.5S-1L-P

16676

6378

1730

N/A

S4-0.75S-1L-P

16722

6378

1730

N/A

S4-1S-1L-P

14117

6378

1730

N/A
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Table 4.10: Estimated demand and specimen strength (capacity) to resist perforation
for Kojima (1990) and Sugano (1993) tests.
Estimated
Force

Concrete
strength

Punching
Strength

Force
Resisted by
wires

Mode

Eqn. 4.3
[lbf]

Chapter 2
[psi]

Eqn. 4.5
[lbf]

Eqn. 4.6
[lbf]

Mode

R-24-X

Penetration

40,923

3912

112,848

N/A

No Perforation

R-18-X

Scabbing

55,613

3912

61,723

N/A

No Perforation

R-12-X

Perforation

86,613

3912

25,792

N/A

Perforation

R-12-Y

Scabbing

50,395

3912

25,792

N/A

Perforation

R-12-Z

Scabbing

16,910

3912

25,792

N/A

No Perforation

W-09-X

Perforation

95,092

3912

13,525

N/A

Perforation

R-12-Z

Perforation

137,256

3912

5,054

N/A

Perforation

S1

Penetration

45,338

3408

244,640

N/A

No Perforation

S2

Penetration

53,430

3408

179,916

N/A

No Perforation

S3

Penetration

13,278

3408

88,227

N/A

No Perforation

S4

Scabbing

31,579

3408

88,227

N/A

No Perforation

S5

Scabbing

88,270

3408

110,872

N/A

No Perforation

S6

Scabbing

23,395

3408

84,398

N/A

No Perforation

S7

Scabbing

34,576

3408

84,398

N/A

No Perforation

S9

Scabbing

25,389

3408

61,469

N/A

No Perforation

S10

Scabbing

53,647

3408

61,469

N/A

No Perforation

S12

Scabbing

29,804

3408

42,085

N/A

No Perforation

S8

Perforation

105,889

3408

84,398

N/A

Perforation

S11

Perforation

105,790

3408

61,469

N/A

Perforation

Specimen
ID
Series

Kojima (1990)

Sugano (1993)

Reported
Damage

Estimated
Damage
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Figure 4.1: Static force-deflection relationship for specimen S5-0.5S-1L

Figure 4.2: Front face (left) and back face (right) photos of specimen S5-0.5S-1L
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Figure 4.3: Static force-deflection relationship for specimen S5-0.75S-1L

Figure 4.4: Front face (left) and back face (right) photos of specimen S5-0.75S-1L
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Figure 4.5: Static force-deflection relationship for specimen S5-1S-1L

Figure 4.6: Back face photo of specimen S5-1S-1L
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Figure 4.7: Static force-deflection relationship for specimen S5-1S-2L

Figure 4.8: Front face (left) and back face (right) photos of specimen S5-1S-2L
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Figure 4.9: Static force-deflection relationship for specimen S5-2S-2L

Figure 4.10: Front face (left) and back face (right) photos of specimen S5-2S-2L
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Figure 4.11: Back face crater volume vs. wire spacing for Series 1

 
















































Figure 4.12: Back face crater volume vs. reinforcement ratio for Series 1
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Figure 4.13: Back face crater volume vs. bar spacing for Series 2

 





























































Figure 4.14: Back face crater volume vs. reinforcement ratio for Series 2
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4.15: Panel minimum thickness to prevent scabbing using NDRC (1946), Bechtel
(1975), and Chang (1981) equations.
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CHAPTER 5. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS

5.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the finite elements (FE) based simulation procedures and results
of RC panels impacted by non-deformable projectiles. The FE analysis program LSDYNA (LSTC. 2012) was used to do the simulations. LS-DYNA is used widely for
nonlinear dynamic analysis of inelastic structures exposed to high strain rates and large
deformation (LSTC, 2012). In 1990, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
confirmed that DYNA3D (the old version of LS-DYNA) is the most suitable software
to simulate collisions and impacts (El-Tawil, 2004).

The FE simulation work started with modeling three of the Kojima (1991) specimens
(one specimen for each local damage mode). These specimens were used to calibrate
the model that was used later to simulate the response of the specimens tested in this
research. FE simulations were used to investigate the ability of numerical models to
predict the damage in RC panels due to impact by non-deformable projectiles. Besides,
the FE simulations were used in early stages of this research to estimate the impact
velocity that was needed in the experiments to achieve different local damage modes
in the test specimens. The most important contribution of FE simulations was to
calculate the exit speed of the projectile from the back face of specimens.
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In the experimental program, projectile exit speed in the perforation series could not be
estimated accurately using the high-speed camera (HSC) because of the concrete debris
that surrounded the projectile as it exited the specimen from the back face.

In this Chapter, section 5.2 presents the FE techniques and capabilities of LS-DYNA
that were used to simulate the impact of RC targets. Section 5.3 presents the material
models used for the concrete, reinforcing wires, and the rigid projectile. Calibration
using results from Kojima tests is explained in section 5.4. Section 5.5 compares the
experimental results with the simulation results for the specimens that were tested in
this research.

5.2

Finite Element Modeling

Three-dimensional (3D) numerical models were developed to simulate the interaction
between the non-deformable projectile and the target RC panel. Two dimensional (2D)
modeling was not used because the impact problem has state of stress and strain in
three dimensions. In 3D modeling tetrahedral or hexahedral elements could be used.
Reduced integration constant stress solid hexahedral elements (single integration point
per volume) were used to model the elements in the concrete panels and the projectile.
Since reduced integration elements were used, viscous hourglass control was used to
avoid having zero energy deformation modes which could grow large and destroy the
solution (LS-DYNA Material Manual, 2012). Reinforcing wires were modeled using
one dimensional beam elements with Hughes-Liu element formulation since this beam
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formulation was compatible with hexahedral elements and was computationally
efficient.

Embedment approach was used to model the reinforcing wires which allow the
placement of reinforcement in any layout such that the displacements of the
reinforcement nodes are the same as those of the concrete elements. To insure that LSDYNA keyword *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID was used to create a
full bond between the reinforcing bars and the concrete. The supporting rods at the top
and bottom of the panel were modeled as rigid bodies. In a typical model for the tested
specimens in this research, there are 100,000 solid elements for the panel body with
mesh size of 1/10th of an inch and around 1600 beam elements with mesh size of 1/4th
of an inch (number of beam elements varies with number of bars in each panel). The
model components were assembled to model the whole problem. The “Interstate”
computer domain available for students at Purdue University was used to carry out all
of the computational simulations. The processing time for each simulation varies
depending on the projectile impact velocity, but on average it took 90 minutes to run
each test simulation on the Interstate.

In the FE simulations, the projectile was given an initial velocity to hit the center of the
panel using LS-DYNA keyword *INITIAL_VELOCITY_GENERATION. For each
simulation, projectile was given impact velocity same as the velocity calculated in the
corresponding experimental test by using the impact videos recorded by the HSC.
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Penalty contact method is adapted by LS-DYNA to simulate contact between the model
parts by using the concept of master and slave parts. The penalty contact method
prevents the interpenetration between element surfaces by employing normal interface
springs. According to this contact formulation, when a master element penetrates a
slave element in a time step the penetration is detected automatically and an internal
force given by the spring is applied to resist penetration and keep the master node
sliding on the surface of the slave (Sangi, 2011).

To employ the penalty formulation method in LS-DYNA in simulating the contact
between

the

projectile

and

the

*ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE

RC
contact

panel,
tool

LS-DYNA
was

used

keyword
while

ERODING_NODES_TO_SURFACE was used to simulate the contact between the
projectile and the reinforcement wires as the projectile passes through the panel
thickness.

Four rigid rods were attached to the top and bottom of the panel to provide simple
supports that prevent translation in the direction of the impact. 3D rendering of a typical
numerical model is shown in Fig. 5.1. LS-DYNA keyword code for specimen S1-0.5S1L is presented in Appendix D.
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5.3
5.3.1

Constitutive Model of Materials
Concrete Constitutive Model

Numerous constitutive models for brittle materials are available in LS-DYNA such as
Winfrith model, Concrete Damage mode, Johnson Holmouist model, and the
Continuous surface cap model. Most of these models need large number of input
parameters which are very hard to obtain and would require many tests to find. Some
of the LS-DYNA material constitutive models that can be used for concrete has
capability to generate material parameters based on simple basic concrete properties
such as concrete unconfined compressive strength,  , unit weight, , and Poisson’s
ratio, . These parameter values can determined from laboratory tests results (see
Chapter 3 for a summary of the parameter values for the specimens in the experimental
part of this research).

One of the powerful and commonly used concrete models for impact type of loading
in LS-DYNA is the Winfrith model (MAT084/85). Winfrith model was developed in
1995 in response to the requirement of the nuclear industry for a mathematical tool to
predict the response of nuclear structures to accidental impacts (Broadhouse, 1995).
Beside its simple input parameters which can be obtained by material testing as
mentioned above, Winfrith model includes strain rate effect (LS-DYNA Material
Manual, 2012). Winfrith model is the only model with capability to draw crack pattern
using LS-DYNA PrePost. Winfrith concrete model has been used and evaluated by
many researchers such as Abu-Odeh (2010), Ardila-Giraldo (2010), Korucu (2011),
Vasudevan (2012), and Wu et al. (2012).
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In this model, the stress state in concrete is divided into hydrostatic state and deviatoric
state.

The default definition of the former stress in LS-DYNA is the non-

dimensionalized volume compaction curve (LS-DYNA Material Manual, 2012). The
latter stress is limited by Ottosen yield surface and expands as the former stresses
increases. An element failure occurs when the maximum principal stress at yield
exceeds one-half the tensile strength. A crack normal to the maximum principal stress
direction is considered and the softening behavior of stress normal to the crack is
defined by the decay function of Wittmann et al. (1988).

To simulate the erosion in the impacted concrete elements a failure criterion was used
with Winfrith model by utilizing what is called in LS-DYNA as ADD_EROSION. In
this criterion, an element is assumed to fail and removed from the simulation when the
maximum principal true strain exceeds a certain limit. This limit was fixed at 7% for
all simulations. Ardila-Giraldo (2010) used 10% in his simulations of impact response
of RC beams. The following are the input parameters used for Winfrith model:
•

Mass Density: 2.1×10-4 lbf-sec2/in

•

Concrete compressive strength: as listed in Chapter 3

•

Modulus of Elasticity: 3600 ksi

•

Poisson's ratio: 0.2

5.3.2

Model of Reinforcing Wires

LS-DYNA material constitutive model 003 (MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC) was
used for modeling the wire reinforcement. It is a bilinear model with a capability to
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consider strain-rate effect, Figure 5.2 (LS-DYNA Material Manual 2012). Young's
modulus, E, Poisson's ratio, , and unit weight,  are the main input parameters for this
model which were determined based on the laboratory test results of the wires as
discussed in Chapter 3. An erosion criterion was also used with the wire material
constitutive model. The wire beam element was assumed to fail and be removed from
the simulation when the maximum principal true strain exceeds 20%.

The effect of strain rate on yield strength was incorporated by employing the Cowper
and Symonds strain rate model, which scales the yield strength by a strain rate
dependent factor as given in Equation 5.1:




        



( 5-1 )

where:
D is the dynamic yield stress
y is the static yield stress
r is the strain rate
C, P are material constants. For mild steel Cowper and Symonds suggested values of
40.4 and 5 for C and P, respectively (Liew et al., 2009).

The following are the input parameters used for MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC model:
•

Mass Density: 7.34×10-4 lbf-sec2/in

•

Yield strength: 76 ksi

•

Modulus of Elasticity: 29,000 ksi

•

Poisson's ratio: 0.3
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5.3.3

Constitutive Model for Projectile

The projectile that was used in the experimental program composed of a ball bearing
and an empty juice can as discussed in Chapter 3. In the FE simulations, the juice can
was not considered in the projectile model since its mass is less than 1% of the mass of
the ball bearing.

LS-DYNA rigid material (MAT020) was used for the ball bearing projectile and for
the support rods. Using rigid material for these components reduced the computational
cost of analysis in term of reducing the element processing and the storage space used
to record the changes in the variables during impact. Since the rigid projectile interacts
with the concrete panel elements and the wire reinforcement, Young's modulus, E, and
Poisson's ratio,  were defined in order to determine sliding interface parameters. The
following are the input parameters used for RIGID material model:
•

Mass Density: 7.34×10-4 lbf-sec2/in

•

Modulus of Elasticity: 29,000 ksi

•

Poisson's ratio: 0.3

5.4

Calibration Results

Before conducting the experimental program in this research, three of the Kojima tests
(Kojima, 1991) were used to determine the FE techniques required to model the impact
problem and to calibrate the LS-DYNA models. These three specimens were R-24-X,
R-18-X, and R-12-X (Kojima, 1991). These were selected for calibration because they
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were hit with rigid projectiles and they developed the local damage patterns clearly,
namely; penetration (R-24-X), scabbing (R-18-X), and perforation (R-12-X).

All of these specimens were square with 47.2 in. long and wide. The thickness of the
specimen varied: 9.4 in. thickness for specimen R-24-X, 7.0 in. for specimen R-18-X,
and 4.7 in. for specimen R-12-X. Specimens were supported simply at the corners with
span length of 39.3 in both main directions. Reinforcement ratio of 0.6% was used for
both the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement (mesh reinforcement was used in
the specimens). Fig. 5.3 shows the configuration of the specimens. All of the
specimens were hit at with a rigid cylindrical projectile of 2.3 inches in diameter, 4
inches in length. The projectile weighed 4.4 lb. and had a hemispherical nose. Kojima
test set up is shown in Figure 5.4.

Penetration local damage mode was achieved experimentally in specimen R-24-X by
shooting it with projectile at impact velocity of 685.6 ft/s.

The impact caused

penetration depth of 2.3 in. in the front face and no scabbing in the back face was
observed. Figure 5.5 shows the back face of specimen R-24-X after the impact test.
Penetration depth of 2.6 in. was achieved by utilizing the FE model. No concrete
spalled off from the back face of the panel. Fig. 5.6 shows the crack pattern on the
back and front faces of specimen R-24-X achieved by the FE simulation.

Scabbing local damage mode was achieved experimentally in specimen R-18-X by
shooting it with projectile at impact velocity of 692.2 ft/s.

The impact caused
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penetration depth of 3.1 in. in the front face and scabbing area in the rear face of
17.5×17.1 in. Fig. 5.7 shows the back face of specimen R-18-X after the impact test.
Penetration depth of 3.2 in. was achieved by utilizing the FE model. Concrete cover
spalled off from the back face of the specimen over area of 15.5×15.3 in. Fig. 5.8
shows the crack pattern achieved by the FE simulation for the back and front faces of
specimen R-18-X.

Since specimen R-12-X had the minimum thickness among the other two specimens
used in the calibration and almost the same impact velocity previously mentioned for
the other modes, perforation local damage mode was achieved by shooting it with
projectile impact velocity of 705.3 ft/s. In the real test three bars fractured before the
projectile exited the panel. Fig. 5.9 shows the back face of specimen R-12-X after the
impact test. The FE simulation for this specimen showed that the projectile perforated
the whole panel and exited from the back face of the panel with exit speed equal to
130.8 ft/sec after cutting three reinforcing bars. The FE model for this specimen was
able to capture the punching shear crater that formed in the real specimen. Fig. 5.10
shows the punching shear crater and crack pattern achieved by the FE simulation for
the back and front faces of specimen R-12-X.

5.5

Simulations Results

A FE model was developed for each specimen in series 1, 2, 3, and 4. In each model,
the projectile impact speed measured with the HSC was assigned to be the impact
velocity of the rigid ball in the FE simulation. For series 1 (Penetration series), the
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penetration depth developed was the main parameter used to be compared in the real
specimens with the FE model. For Series 2 (Scabbing series) penetration depth in the
front face and dimensions of the crater that developed in the back side of the RC panel
were compared with those estimated by the FE model. For series 3 (Perforation series)
crater volume spalled from the back face was compared with the volume of the
elements spalled from the model. The number of fractured bars was compared, as well.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the projectile exit speed was not captured by the HSC so
the FE simulations results for series 3 were used to estimate the projectile exit speeds
(Table 5.1).

FE simulations produced results that agreed well with the experimental results. The
FE model was able to capture the whole range of behavior of the specimens, i.e.
penetration, scabbing, and perforation. The FE model captured the punching shear
crater that was observed in the specimens. Fig. 5.11 shows a series of successive photos
of impact event for specimen S3-1S-1L and the associated photos from the FE
simulation for the same specimen. Below is discussion of the FE simulation results for
a sample set of the specimens tested in this research.

In the impact test for specimen S1-0.5S-1L, the projectile penetrated the front face of
the specimen and created a dimple of 0.06 in. deep and diameter of 0.58 in. with no
concrete cover spalled off from the back face. Penetration mode was achieved by the
FE model with penetration depth of 0.045 in over width of 0.63 in. Fig. 5.12 shows the
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penetrated front face of the FE model and the front face of specimen S1-0.5S-1L after
the impact test.

FE simulations were used to estimate the local damage mode in specimens S1-2S-2L
and S1-2.5S-2L but with single layer of reinforcement instead of two while keeping the
reinforcement ratio the same by using wires with larger bar area. FE simulation for
specimen S1-2S-1L (single layer instead of double layers) estimated the penetration in
the front face to be 0.05 in. with scabbing in the back face over area of 2.1 in. in
diameter and 0.3 in deep. Fig. 5.13 shows the penetrated front face and the scabbed
back face of the FE model. FE simulation for specimen S1-2.5S-1L (single layer
instead of double layers) estimated the penetration in the front face to be 0.02 in. with
scabbing in the back face over area of 1.2 in. in diameter and 0.3 in deep. Fig. 5.14
shows the penetrated front face and the scabbed back face of the FE model.

In the real testing of specimen S2-1S-1L the projectile penetrated the front face of the
specimen by 0.13 in. deep and diameter of 0.88 in with formation of a punching shear
crater. The back face of the real specimen formed scabbing over an area of 4.1 in. in
diameter. The FE simulation for specimen S2-1S-1L estimated penetration of 0.15 in.
in the front face with diameter of 0.9 in. Scabbing was formed in the back face of FE
panel over area of 3.5 in. in diameter. Fig. 5.15 shows the estimated damage for
specimen S2-1S-1L using the FE simulation and the test results for the same specimen.
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In the impact test of specimen S3-0.5S-1L the projectile created a punching shear crater
and was unable to perforate the panel where the ball got stuck in the mesh
reinforcement. The same results were seen in the FE simulation. As shown in Figure
5.16, the ball did not perforate the RC panel in the FE simulation and a punching shear
crater formed. A narrow through crack was formed at the midspan of the real test. A
similar crack pattern was estimated in the FE simulation.

In the impact test of specimen S3-0.5S-1L the projectile created a punching shear crater
of volume equal to 7.67 in3 in the back face of the specimen and the projectile was
unable to perforate the panel where the ball stuck in the mesh reinforcement. The same
results were seen in the FE simulation. As shown in Fig. 5.17, the ball did not perforate
the RC panel in the FE simulation and a punching shear crater of 8.76 in3 volume was
formed. A narrow through crack was formed at the midspan of the real test as well as
in the FE simulation.

In the perforation series, specimen S3-1S-2L-O with offset between the mesh
reinforcement was perforated by the rigid projectile. Punching shear crater was formed
in the back face of the specimen with crater volume of 7.08 in3 and crater dimensions
of 4.84 in. Diagonal cracks were formed due to the impact. The FE model of the same
specimen was perforated by the simulated projectile with calculated exit velocity of
65.5 ft/sec. Punching shear crater volume of 7.98 in3 was formed on the back face of
the specimen with crater dimension of 4.27 in. Horizontal and diagonal cracks were
formed in the back face of the specimen model. Fig. 5.18 shows the estimated damage
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for specimen S3-1S-2L-O using the FE simulation and the test results for the same
specimen.
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Table 5.1: Perforation series, impact and exit velocity
Projectile

Impact Velocity

Exit Velocity

Specimen ID
Diameter [in]
S3-0.5S-1L
S3-0.75S-1L
S3-1S-1L
S3-1.25S-1L
S3-1S-1L-B
S3-1S-2L
S3-1S-2L-O
S3-1.5S-2L
S3-1.5S-2L-O
S3-2S-2L
S3-2S-2L-O
S3-2.5S-2L
S3-2.5S-2L-O
S4-0.5S-1L-P
S4-0.75S-1L-P
S4-1S-1L-P

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1
1

[ft/sec]
212.0
223.9
218.1
221.1
164.1
237.1
214.2
236.5
217.1
237.6
217.4
211.2
212.6
448.6
473.6
419.7

[ft/sec]
did not perforate

44.7
46.3
43.5
did not perforate

71.8
55.8
73.6
50.1

79.1
65.5
60.3
44.0
51.7
96.6
60.5
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Solid elements for
the supporting rods
(Typical)
Solid elements for
the rigid projectile
Beam elements for
the wires

Solid elements for
the target

Figure 5.1: Rendering of the typical FE model for the tested panels

Figure 5.2: Elastic-plastic behavior with kinematic and isotropic hardening where l°
and l are undeformed and deformed lengths of uniaxial tension specimen. Et is the
slope of the bilinear stress strain curve (LS-DYNA Material Manual, 2012).
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Figure 5.3: Typical panel details (Kojima, 1991).

Figure 5.4: Test set-up (Kojima, 1991)
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Figure 5.5: Back face of specimen R-24-X after test (Kojima, 1991)

No scabbing in the
back face

Penetrated
zone

(a)

(b)
2.65 inches
penetration depth

(c)
Figure 5.6: FE simulation results for specimen R-24-X from (a) front face, (b)
back face, and (c) cross-section
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Figure 5.7: Back face of specimen R-18-X after test (Kojima, 1991)

Scabbed zone

Penetrated
zone

(a)

(b)
3.24 inches
penetration depth

(c)
Figure 5.8: FE simulation results for specimen R-18-X from (a) front face, (b) back
face, and (c) cross-section
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Figure 5.9: Back face of specimen R-12-X after test (Kojima, 1991)

(a)

(b)

Punching shear
crater

Projectile

(c)

Figure 5.10: Simulation results for specimen R-12-X from (a) front face, (b)
back face, and (c) cross-section
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Figure 5.11:Specimen S3-1S-1L damage pattern during impact testing and from FE simulation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Front face of the laboratory specimen S1-0.5S-1L (a) and the front face
from the FE simulation for the same specimen (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: The FE simulations for specimen S1-2S-1L, front face (a) and back face
(b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: The FE simulations for specimen S1-2.5S-1L, front face (a) and back
face (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.15: The laboratory specimen S2-1S-1L from (a) front face and (b) back face
and the FE simulation for the same specimen from (c) front face and (d) back face
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.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5.16: The laboratory specimen S3-0.5S-1L from (a) front face and (b) back
face and the FE simulation for the same specimen from (c) front face, (d) back face,
and (e) cross-section.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5.17: The laboratory specimen S3-1S-2L-O from (a) front face and (b) back
face and the FE simulation for the same specimen from (c) front face, (d) back face,
and (e) cross-section.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

This study is intended to investigate the contribution of orthogonal reinforcement to
the impact resistance of reinforced concrete panels by using a series of small-scale
experiments and accompanying finite element (FE) simulations. Experimental program
and FE simulations are discussed in detail in chapters 3 and 5, respectively. Penetration,
scabbing, and perforation are the local damage modes that can form in a RC panel due
to impact by non-deformable projectiles. Design formulas such as NDRC (1946),
Chang (1981), and Bechtel (1973) have been used to estimate the target minimum
thickness to prevent scabbing or perforation without considering the contribution of
orthogonal reinforcement. This research concluded that reinforcement detailing must
be considered in the design process of RC panels against impact using the available
design formulas to prevent scabbing or perforation.

The following conclusions are valid within the study domain of small scale specimens
of 1 in. thickness, reinforcement ratio ranges between 0.002 to 0.005, bar spacing to
panel thickness ratio ranges between 0.5 to 2.5, simply supported conditions, concrete
strength ranges between 5300 psi to 6200 psi, and impact velocity between 60 ft/sec
and 450 ft/sec.
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RC panels designed to prevent scabbing and reinforced with bar spacing greater than
1.5 times the panel thickness, might experience scabbing, while panels with the same
thickness but reinforced with bars spaced at less than 1.5 times the panel thickness
experience only penetration in the front face when hit by the same projectile at the same
impact velocity. RC panels reinforced with bar spacing greater than 1.5 times the panel
thickness have the tendency to develop punching shear crater and scabbing.
Comparison of the minimum thickness to prevent scabbing suggested by different
design equations (shown in Chapter 2) with the data points from the experimental
program of this study shows that the minimum thickness to prevent scabbing should be
increased by a factor of 1.3 for those RC panels reinforced with bar spacing greater
than the limit of 1.5 times the panel thickness. Applying offset between the orthogonal
reinforcement meshes does not improve the performance of specimen as it did not
prevent scabbing or decreased the level of damage.

RC panels reinforced with bar spacing no more than one third of the projectile diameter
might be able to resist projectiles and catch them if the impact demand force is below
a certain limit as discussed below.

A capacity-demand approach is proposed to evaluate the performance of RC panels
under impact loads by rigid projectiles.

The projectile mass and velocity were

translated to a static concentrated force by assuming that the projectile velocity in the
target will decrease linearly from the impact velocity at the front face to zero at the
back face of the target, i.e. projectile stops at the back face. The main goal is to prevent
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perforation through the resistance provided by two sources, concrete punching strength
and reinforcing mesh fracture strength. The proposed capacity-demand approach was
successful in capturing the experimental results of this study and other studies.
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Appendix A: Wires Tensile Test Results

Figure A. 1: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 1
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Figure A. 2: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 2
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Figure A. 3: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 3
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Figure A. 4: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 4
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Figure A. 5: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 5
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Figure A. 6: Force – strain diagram of the tensile test for specimen 6
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Appendix B: Static and Impact Testing

Static testing results for the rest of the specimens in series 5 are discussed in Chapter 4.
Specimen S5-1.25S-1L has a single layer of reinforcement mesh spaced at 1.25 in. The
force was applied on the center of the front face of the RC panel and the deflection
measured at the same point on the back face. Flexural cracks were observed at 650 lbf and
0.012 in deflection. The specimen reached its flexural strength at 880 lbf and 0.29 in
deflection, after which there was successive drops in the load-carrying capacity due to bars
fracturing. Flexural behavior dominated the failure mode of the specimen. No punching
shear failure was observed on the back face of the specimen. Fig. B.1 shows the front and
back face photos for specimen S5-1.25S-1L after testing.

Specimen S5-1.5S-2L had double layers of reinforcement mesh spaced at 1.5 in. Load was
applied on the front face but the deflection was measured on the back face. Reinforcing
wires started yielding at 600 lbf and 0.08 in deflection, after which the load climbed up as
the wires started the hardening range. The specimen reached its flexural capacity at 1080
lbf and 0.28 in deflection, after which there was successive drops in the load-carrying
capacity due to bars fracturing. The specimen did not failed by punching because its
flexural capacity (1080 lbf) was less than its punching capacity (1200 lbf, estimated from
S5-0.5S-1L). Fig. B.2 shows a photo for specimen S5-1.5S-2L after testing.

Specimen S5-2.5S-2L has a single layer of reinforcement mesh spaced at 1.25 in. Flexural
cracks were observed at 650 lbf and 0.012 in deflection. The specimen reached its flexural
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strength at 880 lbf and 0.29 in deflection, after which there was successive drops in the
load-carrying capacity due to bars fracturing. Flexural behavior dominated the failure
mode of the specimen. No punching shear failure was observed on the back face of the
specimen. Fig. B.3 shows photo for specimen S5-2.5S-2L after testing.

Specimen S1-1.25S-1L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 59.82
ft/sec. Projectile caused penetration of 0.03 in. deep and 0.47 in. crater diameter in the
front face of the specimen. No spalling in the concrete cover occurred in the back face.
Diagonal hair cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen. Front and back
photos of specimen S1-1.25S-1L are shown in Table 4.2.

Specimen S1-1S-1L-B was hit with a projectile at 50.97 ft/sec speed. Projectile caused
penetration of 0.05 in. deep and 0.5 in. crater diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Small amount of concrete cover, 0.14 in3 in volume, spalled off the back face. C-shaped
crack pattern were observed in back face at the center of the specimen. Photos of specimen
S1-1S-1L-B after the test are shown in Table 4.2.

Specimen S1-1S-2L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 64.25 ft/sec.
Projectile caused penetration of 0.07 in. deep and 0.68 in. crater diameter in the front face
of the specimen. Hairline flexural cracks were formed in the back face. No concrete
spalled off the back face. Front and back face photos of specimen S1-1S-2L-B are shown
in Table. 4.3.
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Specimen S1-1.5S-2L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 63.70
ft/sec. Projectile caused penetration of 0.045 in. deep and 0.53 in. crater diameter in the
front face of the specimen. A C-shaped concrete segment, 0.28 in3 in volume, spalled off
the back face at the center of the specimen; concrete inside the reinforcement mesh did not
spall. Diagonal crack pattern was observed in the back face. Front and back face photos
for specimen S1-1.5S-2L are shown in Table 4.3.

Specimen S1-2S-2L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 66.06 ft/sec.
Penetration of 0.1 in. deep and 0.65 in. crater diameter in the front face of the specimen.
This specimen had the largest volume of spalling in this series with 2.24 in3 of concrete
spalled off the back face at the center of the specimen. A pattern of diagonal cracks was
observed in back face. Punching shear crater was observed in the back face of the specimen.
Front and back face photos of specimen S1-2S-2L are shown in Table 4.3.

Specimen S1-2.5S-2L was hit with a projectile impact velocity equal to 60.03 ft/sec.
Projectile caused penetration of 0.03 in. deep and 0.42 in. crater diameter in the front face
of the specimen. Conical shape crater at the center of the specimen was formed in the back
face with crater volume equal to 0.84 in3. Diagonal cracks was observed in back face.
Photos showing the specimen S1-2.5S-2L after the impact test are shown in Table 4.3.

Specimen S2-1.25S-1L was shot with a projectile at 96.64 ft/sec. The projectile caused a
penetration crater of 0.1 in. deep and 0.75 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
3.3 in by 3.8 in. (1.96 in3 volume) concrete cover scabbed off the back face over. No
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punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Diagonal cracks were observed in the
back face.

Specimen S2-1S-1L-B was hit by a projectile traveling at 97.2 ft/sec. The projectile caused
a penetration crater of 0.18 in. deep and 0.86 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
3.1 in by 3.5 in. (2.24 in3 volume) concrete cover scabbed off the back face over dimensions
of 3.1 in by 3.5 in. and volume of 2.24 in3. No punching shear crater was formed in the
back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the specimen.

Specimen S2-1S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling 116.7 ft/sec. The projectile caused
penetration of 0.23 in. deep and 1.05 in. crater diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 3.2 in by 3.2 in. and volume
of 3.08 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face because of the impact.
Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S2-1.5S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 96.6 ft/sec. The projectile
caused penetration of 0.09 in. deep and 0.8 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.13 in by 4.25 in. and volume
of 2.59 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face because of the impact.
Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S2-2S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 97.2 ft/sec. The projectile caused
penetration of 0.13 in. deep and 0.88 in. crater diameter in the front face of the specimen.
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Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.2 in by 4.2 in. and volume
of 3.64 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face because of the impact.
Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S2-2.5S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 103.6 ft/sec. The projectile
caused penetration of 0.13 in. deep and 0.83 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.45 in by 4.45 in. and volume
of 2.24 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face because of the impact.
Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S2-1S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at 103.6 ft/sec. The projectile
caused penetration of 0.14 in. deep and 0.98 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 4.92 in. and volume
of 3.78 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Diagonal cracks were
observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S2-1.5S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at 98.2 ft/sec. The projectile
opened a hole of 0.65 in. diameter in the back face of the specimen. Concrete crater
scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 4.97 in. and volume of 3.99 in3.
Punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Diagonal cracks were observed in the
back face of the specimen.
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Specimen S2-2S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at 98.2 ft/sec. The projectile
caused penetration of 0.16 in. deep and 0.84 in. diameter in the front face of the specimen.
Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.28 in by 3.82 in. and volume
of 3.01 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face. Diagonal cracks were
observed in the back face of the specimen. Concrete cover spalled off along the reinforcing
wire located at the center of the crater.

Specimen S2-2.5S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at velocity equal to 94.4 ft/sec.
The projectile caused penetration of 0.14 in. deep and 0.92 in. diameter in the front face of
the specimen. Concrete crater scabbed off the back face over dimensions of 4.07 in by
4.07 in. and volume of 2.8 in3. Punching shear crater was formed in the back face because
of the impact. Diagonal cracks were observed in the back face of the specimen.

Specimen S3-1.25S-1L was hit with a projectile traveling at 221.1 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 43.5 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back
face over dimensions of 3.8 in by 4.09 in. and volume of 5.46 in3. Punching shear crater
was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length
of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well.

Specimen S3-1S-1L-B was hit with a projectile traveling at 164.1 ft/sec. The ball bearing
did not perforate the specimen and stuck in the reinforcement mesh. Concrete scabbed off
the back face over dimensions of 4.19 in by 4.64 in. and volume of 5.18 in3. Punching
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shear crater was formed. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of
the specimen.

Specimen S3-1S-2L was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 237.1 ft/sec.
The ball perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 71.8 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off
the back face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 5.6 in. and volume of 7.13 in3. Punching shear
crater was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span
length of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well.

Specimen S2-1.5S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 236.5 ft/sec. The ball perforated
the specimen with exit velocity of 73.6 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back face over
dimensions of 4.6 in by 4.82 in. and volume of 6.86 in3. Punching shear crater was formed
in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the
specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well.

Specimen S3-2S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 237.6 ft/sec. The ball perforated
the specimen with exit speed of 79.1 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back face over
dimensions of 5.4 in by 5.6 in. and volume of 6.3 in3. Punching shear crater was formed
in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the
specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. Two reinforcing wires were cut.

Specimen S3-2.5S-2L was hit with a projectile traveling at 211.2 ft/sec. The ball perforated
the specimen with exit velocity of 60.3 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back face over
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dimensions of 4.12 in by 4.86 in. and volume of 5.46 in3. Punching shear crater was formed
in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length of the
specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. No reinforcing wires were cut.

Specimen S3-1S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at 214.2 ft/sec.

The ball

perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 55.8 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back
face over dimensions of 4.84 in by 4.84 in. and volume of 7.0 in3. Punching shear crater
was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span length
of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. Two reinforcing wires were
cut.

Specimen S3-1.5S-2L-O was hit with a projectile traveling at 217.1 ft/sec. The ball
perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 50.15 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the back
face over dimensions of 4.6 in by 4.97 in. and volume of 6.23 in3. Punching shear crater
was formed in the back face. Through crack was formed at the middle of the span length
of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing wire was
cut.

Specimen S3-2S-2L-O was hit with a projectile impact velocity equal to 217.4 ft/sec. The
ball perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 65.5 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed off the
back face over dimensions of 4.72 in by 4.72 in. and volume of 7.08 in3. Punching shear
crater was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the span
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length of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing wire
was cut.

Specimen S3-2.5S-2L-O was hit with a projectile that had impact velocity equal to 212.6
ft/sec. The ball perforated the specimen with exit velocity of 44.0 ft/sec. Concrete scabbed
off the back face over dimensions of 3.77 in by 4.36 in. and volume of 6.23 in3. Punching
shear crater was formed in the back face. Through-crack was formed at the middle of the
span length of the specimen and diagonal cracks in the back face as well. One reinforcing
wire was cut.
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Figure B. 1: Front face (Top) and back face (bottom) photos of specimen S5-1.25S-1L
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Figure B. 2: Front face (Top) and back face (bottom) photos of specimen S5-1.5S-2L
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Figure B. 3: Front face (Top) and back face (bottom) photos of specimen S5-2.5S-2L
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Appendix C: Kojima (1991) and Sugano (1993) Test Data
Previous impact tests by Kojima (1990) and by Sugano (1993) were used to calibrate the
FE simulation model and to test the perforation/non-perforation estimate are shown in
Table C.1 and Table C.2.
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Table C. 1: Kojima (1991) Test Results
Specimen

Test panel

Name
R-24-X
R-18-X
R-12-X
R-12-Y
R-12-Z
W-09-X

Thickness
(mm)
240
180
120
120
120
90 + 90

W-12-X

60 + 120

W-12-S

60 + 120

Missile

(%)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Type
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard

Velocity
(m/s)
209
211
215
164
95
210

Hard

206

Soft

202

Damage to test panel
Crater
Mode
depth
(mm)
Penetration
60
Scabbing
78
Perforation
Scabbing
100
Scabbing
44
Perforation
Scabbing
106
Perforation
Scabbing
59
Perforation

No. of
Opening
Spalling
Scabbing ruptured
(mmmm) (mmmm) (mmmm) rebars
317×305
1
282×217
445×435
2
80×100
205×226
720×428
3
83×100
189×203
561×480
1
162×146
455×512
0
82×90
185×180
553×325
3
90×80
123×110
715×455
3
100×85
170×165
295×495
4
90×85
155×180
545×410
1
86×85
140×154
339×604
4
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Table C. 2: Sugano (1993) Test Results
Specimen Test panel
Name
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12

Thickness
(mm)
350
300
210
210
210
180
180
180
150
150
150
120

Missile
Dimensions
(mmmm)
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500
1500×1500


(%)
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

Type
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER
SER

Velocity
(m/s)
198
199
83
128
214
102
124
217
97
141
198
94

Damage to test panel
Crater
Mode
depth
(mm)
Penetration 42
Penetration 39
Penetration 11
Scabbing
24
Scabbing
37
Scabbing
10
Scabbing
19
Perforation Scabbing
10
Scabbing
23
Perforation Scabbing
14
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Appendix D: LS-DYNA Model Code
LS-DYNA (LSTC, 2012) was used to simulate the response of RC panels under impact by
non-deformable projectiles. LS-DYNA is used widely for nonlinear dynamic analysis of
inelastic structures exposed to high strain rates and large deformation (LSTC 2012). LSDYNA code for the simulation of specimen S1-0.5S-1L is shown below.

$# LS-DYNA Keyword file created by LS-PrePost 4.0 - 30Dec2012(15:00)
$# Created on Aug-14-2014 (07:00:04)
*KEYWORD
*TITLE
$# title
LS-DYNA keyword deck by LS-PrePost
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
3
$# ssid msid sstyp
mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
1
16
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
4
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
1
17
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
5
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
1
18
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
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1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
6
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
1
19
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
*CONTACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
11
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
1
12
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
$# isym erosop iadj
1
1
0
*CONTACT_ERODING_NODES_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
12
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
15
1
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
$# isym erosop iadj
0
1
0
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_BEAMS_TO_SURFACE_ID
$# cid
title
1
$# ssid msid sstyp mstyp sboxid mboxid
spr
mpr
15
12
3
3
0
0
0
0
$# fs
fd
dc
vc
vdc penchk
bt
dt
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 0.0001.0000E+20
$# sfs
sfm
sst
mst
sfst
sfmt
fsf
vsf
1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
*BOUNDARY_SPC_SET
$# nsid
cid dofx dofy dofz dofrx dofry dofrz
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
*SET_NODE_LIST_TITLE
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NODESET(SPC) 2
$# sid
da1
da2
da3
da4 solver
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000MECH
$# nid1 nid2 nid3 nid4 nid5
nid6
nid7
nid8
207932 208013 208014 207933 207852 208012 207931
207851 202586 202585 202667 202668 202587 202506
202504 202666 202520 202519 202600 202601 202602
202440 202439 202438 207866 207865 207946 207947
207867 207786 207785 207784
0
0
0
0
*BOUNDARY_SPC_SET
$# nsid
cid dofx dofy dofz dofrx dofry dofrz
13
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
*SET_NODE_LIST_TITLE
NODESET(SPC) 13
$# sid
da1
da2
da3
da4 solver
13 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000MECH
$# nid1 nid2 nid3 nid4 nid5
nid6
nid7
nid8
398687 398768 398769 398688 398607 389676 398605
398767 398606 389578 389580 389577 393342 393340
393423 393261 393260 393259 393422 393341 393275
393355 393356 393357 393276 393195 393194 393193
387548 398701 387547 387545 398622 398541 398540
398620 398702 398703
0
0
0
0
0
*BOUNDARY_SPC_NODE
$# nid
cid dofx dofy dofz dofrx dofry dofrz
416960
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
416961
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
418196
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
418197
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
418198
0
1
1
1
1
1
41599 541601 541602
0
0
0
0
2
134318
15 541601 541603 541604
0
0
0
0
2
134319
15 541603 541605 541606
0
0
0
0
2
134320
15 541605 541607 541608
0
0
0
0
2
134321
15 541607 541609 541610
0
0
0
0
2
*INITIAL_VELOCITY_GENERATION
$#nsid/pid styp omega
vx
vy
vz ivatn
icid
12
2 0.000 0.000 0.000-663.15601
0
0
$# xc
yc
zc
nx
ny
nz phase iridid
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0
0
*SET_NODE_LIST_TITLE
meshnodes
$# sid
da1
da2
da3
da4 solver
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000MECH

207850
202505
202521
207948

398686
393421
393274
398621
398539
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$# nid1
386783
386791
386799
386807
386815
386890
386898
386906
386914
387797
387805
387813
387821
387896
387904
387912
387920
387995
388003
388011
388019
388027
388204
388212
388220
388703
388711
388719
388727
389312
389320
389328
389336
389515
389523
389531
389539
389922
389930
389938
390216
390224
390232
390240

nid2 nid3 nid4 nid5
nid6
386784 386785 386786 386787
386792 386793 386794 386795
386800 386801 386802 386803
386808 386809 386810 386811
386816 386884 386885 386886
386891 386892 386893 386894
386899 386900 386901 386902
386907 386908 386909 386910
386915 386916 386917 387793
387798 387799 387800 387801
387806 387807 387808 387809
387814 387815 387816 387817
387822 387823 387824 387825
387897 387898 387899 387900
387905 387906 387907 387908
387913 387914 387915 387916
387921 387922 387923 387924
387996 387997 387998 387999
388004 388005 388006 388007
388012 388013 388014 388015
388020 388021 388022 388023
388028 388198 388199 388200
388205 388206 388207 388208
388213 388214 388215 388216
388221 388222 388223 388224
388704 388705 388706 388707
388712 388713 388714 388715
388720 388721 388722 388723
388728 388729 388730 388731
389313 389314 389315 389316
389321 389322 389323 389324
389329 389330 389331 389332
389337 389338 389339 389511
389516 389517 389518 389519
389524 389525 389526 389527
389532 389533 389534 389535
389540 389916 389917 389918
389923 389924 389925 389926
389931 389932 389933 389934
389939 389940 389941 389942
390217 390218 390219 390220
390225 390226 390227 390228
390233 390234 390235 390236
390241 390242 390243 390244

nid7
nid8
386788 386789
386796 386797
386804 386805
386812 386813
386887 386888
386895 386896
386903 386904
386911 386912
387794 387795
387802 387803
387810 387811
387818 387819
387826 387894
387901 387902
387909 387910
387917 387918
387925 387926
388000 388001
388008 388009
388016 388017
388024 388025
388201 388202
388209 388210
388217 388218
388225 388226
388708 388709
388716 388717
388724 388725
388732 389310
389317 389318
389325 389326
389333 389334
389512 389513
389520 389521
389528 389529
389536 389537
389919 389920
389927 389928
389935 389936
389943 389944
390221 390222
390229 390230
390237 390238
390245 390246

386790
386798
386806
386814
386889
386897
386905
386913
387796
387804
387812
387820
387895
387903
387911
387919
387927
388002
388010
388018
388026
388203
388211
388219
388227
388710
388718
388726
389311
389319
389327
389335
389514
389522
389530
389538
389921
389929
389937
389945
390223
390231
390239
390247
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390248 390249 390824 390825 390826 390827
390830 390831 390832 390833 390834 390835
390838 390839 390840 390841 390842 390843
390846 390847 390848 390849 390850 390851
*DEFINE_CURVE
$# lcid sidr
sfa
sfo offa
offo dattyp
1
2 1.000000 1.000000 0.000 0.000
0
*DEFINE_VECTOR_TITLE
$#

390828
390836
390844
390852

390829
390837
390845
390853

vid
xt
yt
zt
xh
yh
zh
cid
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.007870
0
*MAT_ADD_EROSION_TITLE
concrete-erosion
$# mid excl mxpres mneps effeps voleps numfip
ncs
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000
$# mnpres sigp1 sigvm mxeps epssh sigth impulse failtm
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.070000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# idam dmgtyp lcsdg ecrit dmgexp dcrit fadexp lcregd
0 0.000
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# lcfld
epsthin
0
0 0.000
*MAT_ADD_EROSION_TITLE
steel-erosion
$# mid excl mxpres mneps effeps voleps numfip
ncs
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000000 1.000000
$# mnpres sigp1 sigvm mxeps epssh sigth impulse failtm
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# idam dmgtyp lcsdg ecrit dmgexp dcrit fadexp lcregd
0 0.000
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# lcfld
epsthin
0
0 0.000
*MAT_RIGID_TITLE
Rigid
$# mid
ro
e
pr
n couple
m alias
4 7.3280E-4 2.9000E+7 0.300000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# cmo con1 con2
0.000
0
0
$# lco or a1 a2
a3
v1
v2
v3
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
*MAT_CSCM_TITLE
CSCM
$# mid
ro nplot incre irate erode recov itretrc
6 2.3200E-4
1 0.000
1 1.100000 0.000
0
$# pred
0.000
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$#
g
k alpha theta lamda
beta
nh
ch
11520.000 12610.000 14.560000 0.297900 10.510000 0.019290 0.000 0.000
$# alpha1 theta1 lamda1 beta1 alpha2 theta2 lamda2 beta2
0.747300 0.001139 0.170000 0.070140 0.660000 0.001374 0.160000 0.070140
$#
r
xd
w
d1
d2
5.000000 90.739998 0.050000 2.5000E-4 3.4900E-7
$#
b
gfc
d
gft
gfs
pwrc
pwrt
pmod
100.00000 9.487000 0.100000 0.094900 0.094900 0.000 5.000000 1.000000
$# eta0c
nc etaot
nt overc overt srate rep0w
1.0100E-4 0.780000 6.2200E-5 0.480000 21.629999 21.629999 1.000000 1.000000
*MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC_TITLE
steel
$# mid
ro
e
pr sigy etan
beta
7 7.3280E-4 2.5250E+6 0.300000 55760.000 0.000 0.500000
$# src
srp
fs
vp
40.000000 5.000000 0.300000 0.000
*MAT_JOHNSON_HOLMQUIST_CONCRETE_TITLE
JHC
$# mid
ro
g
a
b
c
n
fc
8 2.1000E-4 3.0000E+6 0.790000 1.769000 0.007000 0.773000 4000.0000
$#
t
eps0 efmin sfmax
pc
uc
pl
ul
487.29999 0.010000 0.080000 16.000000 1871.0000 0.001150 72500.000 0.177800
$# d1
d2
k1
k2
k3
fs
0.020000 1.000000 1.2300E+7 -2.480E+7 3.0200E+7 -1.000000
*MAT_WINFRITH_CONCRETE_TITLE
winfrith
$# mid
ro
tm
pr
ucs
uts
fe asize
9 1.8500E-4 4.1800E+6 0.200000 5393.0000 480.00000 0.000 1.000000
$#
e
ys
eh uelong rate
conm
conl
cont
2.9000E+7 55760.000 2.9000E+6 0.500000 0.000 -1.000000 0.000 0.000
$# eps1 eps2 eps3 eps4 eps5
eps6
eps7
eps8
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$# p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
*MAT_CONCRETE_DAMAGE_REL3_TITLE
72R3
$# mid
ro
pr
10 2.1000E-4 0.190000
$# ft
a0
a1
a2
b1 omega
a1f
499.00000 1660.0000 0.446000 1.4400E-5 1.600000 0.500000 0.442000
$# slambda nout edrop rsize
ucf lcrate locwidth
npts
1.000000 2.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
0 1.000000 13.000000
$# lambda1 lambda2 lambda3 lambda4 lambda5 lambda6 lambda7 lambda8
0.000 8.0000E-6 2.4000E-5 4.0000E-5 5.6000E-5 7.2000E-5 8.8000E-5 3.2000E-4
$#lambda09 lambda10 lambda11 lambda12 lambda13
b3
a0y
a1y
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5.2000E-4 5.7000E-4 1.000000 10.0000001.0000E+10 1.150000 1250.0000 0.625000
$# eta1 eta2
eta3
eta4 eta5
eta6
eta7
eta8
0.000 0.850000 0.970000 0.990000 1.000000 0.990000 0.970000 0.500000
$# eta09 eta10 eta11 eta12 eta13
b2
a2f
a2y
0.100000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.350000 2.1100E-5 4.5900E-5
*HOURGLASS
$# hgid
ihq
qm
ibq
q1
q2 qb/vdc
qw
1
3 0.100000
1 1.500000 0.060000 0.100000 0.100000
*PART
$# title
Target
$# pid secid
mid eosid hgid
grav adpopt
tmid
1
1
9
0
1
0
0
0
*PART
$# title
rebars
$# pid secid
mid eosid hgid
grav adpopt
tmid
11
3
7
0
0
0
0
0
*PART
$# title
Ball
$# pid secid
mid eosid hgid
grav adpopt
tmid
12
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
*PART
$# title
$#

pid
15
*PART
$# title
CYL1
$# pid
16
*PART
$# title
CYL2
$# pid
17
*PART
$# title
CYL3
$# pid
18
*PART
$# title

secid
3

secid
2

mid
7

eosid

mid
4

secid
2

4

secid
2

4

hgid
0

grav
0

adpopt
0

tmid

eosid

hgid
0
0

grav
0

adpopt
0

tmid

eosid

hgid
0
0

grav
0

adpopt
0

tmid

hgid
0

grav
0

adpopt
0

tmid

0

0

0

mid
0

mid

eosid
0

0
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CYL4
$# pid
19
*END

secid
2

mid
4

eosid
0

0

hgid
0

grav
0

adpopt
0

tmid
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